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Discolorationn or  Chiaroscuro? An Interpretatio n of the Dark Areas in 
Raphael'ss TransGguration of Christ * 

Raphael'ss Transfiguration of Christ (Fig. 1), was ordered some time before January 1517 by Cardinal 
Giulioo de'Medid for one of the chapels in Narbonne Cathedral.1 Around the same time the cardinal 
alsoo commissioned Sebastiano del Piombo to paint a Raising of Lazarus for the same church, presumably 
too pit the two artists against each other. After Raphael's sudden death in 1520, it was decided to keep 
thee Transfiguration in Rome, and in 1523 the panel was placed in San Pietro in Montorio, where it hung 
untill  the end of the 18th century. At present, the painting is in die collection of the Vatican Museums. 
Thee unconventional treatment of the subject has made Raphael's last work one of the most discussed 
paintingss in art history.2 The upper half depicts the event described in Matthew 17:1-13, Mark 9:2-13 
andd Luke 9:28-36, which was a popular theme at the time. Christ's Transfiguration, the moment on 
Mountt Tabor when he reveals his divine appearance in conversation with Moses and Elijah, is 
observedd by three of his disciples: Peter, James and John. Raphael's innovation, however, is in the 
curiouss combination of this event with the reference to another one that follows it in the Bible. The 
lowerr zone shows the remaining nine disciples vainly attempting to heal a youth possessed by an evil 
spirit. . 

Justt why Raphael or his patron chose to conflate these two events into a single scene is a 
questionn that has fascinated critics and art historians down the ages. It has been suggested that Raphael 
addedd a highly dramatic scene below the Transfiguration so as not to be outclassed by Michelangelo's 
pupil,, whose subject gave him the opportunity to depict an agitated group of onlookers and thus show 
offf  his talents to better effect than Raphael could do with a limited number of protagonists.3 However, 
thee combination is also interpreted in thematic terms. The received view since the 18th century has been 
thatt the combination represents a conceptual antithesis.4 The divine miracle in the upper half 
symbolisess grace and deliverance, contrasting with the human failure to heal in the lower half, which 
metaphoricallyy demonstrates man's impotence. Various theological and political explanations have been 
putt forward for this amalgam.5 

Onee key element in the way the painting has been interpreted is the view that the conceptual 
antithesiss is reflected in the formal aspects. The two scenes are clearly separated, and their respective 
compositionss are markedly different. In the lower scene a diagonal separates the disciples from the 

**  This chapter is an adjusted version of an article with the same title published in Simiolus 28 (2000-01), pp. 4-31. 

l .Dusslerr (1971), pp. 52-55. 

2.. Lütgens (1929); Dussler (1971); Répertoire (1984). Recent studies on the Transfiguration include Preimesberger (1987), Caron (1988), 
Oberhuber(1999). . 

3.. Gombrich (1981). 

4.. For a critical history of the interpretation of the two scenes see: Lütgens (1929), pp. 26-60. Here, I cover only a selection of modern studies 
dealingg with the meaning of the combination of the scenes: Bock von Wülffingen (1956), Pope-Hennessy (1950) pp. 72-79, Einem (1966), pp. 
299-327,, Weil-Garris Posner (1972), (1974) pp. 43-47, Gombrich, (1981), Oberhuber (1982); Preimesberger (1987), Caron (1988), Qberhuber 
(1999). . 

5.. Pope-Hennessy (1950), pp. 72-79, Einem (1966), Weil-Gams Posner (1974), Gombrich (1981), Preimesberger (1987), Caron (1988). 
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possessedd youth and his family, in contrast to the frontal and simple, almost symmetrical structure of 
thee upper scene centered on Christ.6 Likewise, the strained facial expressions and gesticulations of the 
crowdd contrast with the sense of calm and dignity emanating from the figures at the top. 

Artt historians have repeatedly drawn attention to anodier antithesis, namely in the handling of 
lightt and colour. In the upper half of the painting, gradual transitions have been observed in the 
modellingg of the draperies and flesh tones. Most of the shadows are not very dark and thus have an 
identifiablee colour, and the shaded forms are easily read. The handling of light in the scene with the 
failedd healing is very different. Here the modelling is dominated by strong tonal contrasts and abrupt 
transitionss from light to shade. Very dark shadows, in which forms are difficult to distinguish, partly 
blendd into a black background. Although many authors have demonstrated that Raphael's paintings 
andd frescoes from 1513-14, such as those in the Vatican Stanza d'Eliodoro and the Stanza 
deirincendio,, tend to have darker shadows than before, this effect is very conspicuous indeed in the 
lowerr half of the Transfiguration. Art historians, among them Von Rumohr, Burckhardt, Wölffli n and 
Fischel,, have interpreted the dark shadows and abrupt transitions in various ways. Nowadays it is 
assumedd that the difference in the handling of light in both parts of the painting has an expressive 
function.. The common view, as expressed by Marcia Hall (1992), is that by the end of his life Raphael 
hadd begun to explore new ways of creating light and shadows 'in searching for a colour style appropriate to the 
contentcontent of the depiction.' The treatment of light in the upper scene, with sofdy coloured shadows, 
apparendyy sustains the idea of divine assistance, while Raphael deliberately opted for strong contrasts 
betweenn highlights and shadows - which Hall dubs the chiaroscuro mode- to obtain a dramatic effect 
inn the lower scene. She continues her interpretation of Raphael's pictorial means: 

TheThe shadows are blackish, dark and deep in tone. The lights are whitish, high in value, bleaching the local colour. The 

midtonemidtone is a/here one sees the colour, which may be quite strong and at, or close to, full intensity. The transitions are as a 

rulerule abrupt to maximise the drama? 

Accordingg to Hall and many others, the strong contrasts between light and shadow served to 
accentuatee the fruidess efforts of the disciples.8 These modern interpreters all believe, in one way or 
another,, that Raphael deliberately adopted these deep shadows and chiaroscuro contrasts to underscore 
thee dramatic metaphor of human frailty as opposed divine omnipotence. Raphael has accordingly been 
creditedd with an important role in the invention of the 'dramatic' chiaroscuro that is thought to have 
exertedd such a profound influence on later painters like Caravaggio, whose 'theatrical' handling of light 
iss said to be based on this specific effect in the Transfiguration? 

Givenn this interpretation of the treatment of light in the Transfiguration, it is odd that a remark by 
Vasarii  has been virtually ignored by modern authors. In the second, 1568 edition of his Vite, Vasari 
explainedd the dark shadows in the Transfiguration very differendy: 

6.. Oberhuber (1982), (1999). 

7.. Hall (1992), pp. 94, 130-36. 

8.. Ortolani (1942), pp. 68-69, Einem (1966), esp. pp. 302-03, Weil-Garns Posner (1974), Mancinellii  (1977), p. 40, Brown (1986), Caron 
(1985). . 

9.. Argan (1974), Spear (1987). 
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AndAnd if he had not on some whim or other used smoke black of the printers (which, as has often been pointed out, becomes 

graduallygradually darker with time and spoils the other colours with which it is mixed) this work might have looked as fresh as 

whenwhen he painted it, whereas today it looks very different.w 

Sincee most of the dark shadows are in the scene of the failed healing, this remark must be taken as 
applyingg primarily to the lower half of the painting. Vasari clearly thought that these black shadows had 
nott been intended to appear the way he saw them and we see them today, but believed they were 
degradedd by discoloration caused by die use of the wrong material, namely, printer's black, now better 
knownn as lampblack. The almost total lack of interest in Vasari's remark is probably because art 
historianss have implicidy assumed that it was simply not relevant to the handling of light in the 
painting.. Conti (1988) concluded that it therefore involves an attitude of taste which makes him [Vasari] attribute 

mistakesmistakes in the use of colour whereas actually they were above all chromatic choices that differed from hisV To dismiss 

Vasari'ss observation about the appearance of the painting as a mere matter of taste does him an 
injustice.. Although biographical details in some of Vasari's Vite are not always accurate, he is reliable as 
regardss the genesis of the Transfiguration, as Mancinelli has shown.12 If we presume that Vasari was well 
informedd about the original appearance of the work, there is good reason to take his remark seriously 
andd pay closer attention to changes that may have affected the dark shadows. 

Didd Raphael deliberately make the shadows dark, or are they the result of discoloration? The 
questionn of who is right here, Vasari or the modern authors, is very important, for it has far-reaching 
implicationss for the interpretation of the image in the context of Raphael's stylistic development, as 
welll  as for die iconography, and it also impinges on the interpretation of the treatment of light and 
colourr in 16th-century painting in general. Knowledge about the materials used and the way in which 
theyy age, together with an examination of the 16th-century sources, can shed light on Raphael's 
intentionss and clarify a centuries-old stylistic debate. 

I .. Views on the chiaroscuro in the Transfiguratio n 

TheThe Vasari camp 

Thee accuracy of Vasari's observation was not called into question until well into the second half of the 
18thh century. It was unanimously accepted that the dark shadows in Raphael's last painting were caused 
byy darkening, and the authors seem to have examined die painting themselves to check the validity of 
Vasari'ss observation. There are windows behind the high altar of San Pietro in Montorio, which meant 
thatt die picture had to be inspected against the light, which would have made it even more difficult to 
readd the darker passages. Kemp (1993) has pointed out that in past century's viewers, peering up against 

10.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 378: 'E se non at esse in questa opent, quasi per capriccio, adttperatti ilneni di junto (la slampatori, il 
quale,quale, come piü mile si è tUllo, di sua natura ttirtnta semprc col tempo piü scuro id oj/endegi altri  colori, coi quali i mescolato; credo cljt qucll'opera sarebbe ancor 
jtrscajtrsca come quamlo egli lafece, dote ogpparepiuttosto tinta clx aürimenli.' This observation comes in Vasari's account of Raphael's stylistic 
development,, which is not mentioned in the 1550 edition. The English translation, emended where appropriate, is from Bull (1987), vol. 1, p. 
319. . 

11.. Conti (1988), p. 39: 'Che si trulti, cine, di una postpone di gusto cljeghja attribuire difette di wmportamtnto alcolore, dim, in rtalta >i  eruno sopmttut/o 

sceltescelte cromaticljc diverse dalle sue.' Weil-Garris Posner (1974), p. 12, has suggested that Vasari's observation about lampblack in the Transfiguration 

shouldd be regarded as an isolated remark, and that Vasari believed that the dark tonality was deliberate on Raphael's part. 

12.. Mancinelli (1977), p. 48. 
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thethe natural light, or seeking out what was visible in dim artificial light... must have had a greater tolerance for the 
decipheringdeciphering of objects under hw illumination.' So there seems to be no reason to believe that Vasari and later 
cognoscentii  would have been more affected by the lighting in their assessment of Raphael's 
chiaroscuroo than when examining other paintings. 

Karell  van Mander, who went to Rome in 1574 and stayed for more than three years, held up an 
admonishingg finger in his Grondt der edel vrij schilder-const of 1604. 

ForFor Raphael, famed throughout the world, in his last work, in San Pietrv in Montorio, the Transfiguration [which 
redounds]redounds] to his glory; the colours would look as if they had been freshly painted had he avoided lampblack. As time 
passespasses it spoils the colours above it or with which it is mixedP 

Inn 1657, the learned art-lover Francesco Scanelli assumed that the darkness of the colours that so 
debasedd Raphael's epilogue of perfection was caused by ageing.14 From the 18th century, authors began 
tryingg to work out how the shadows looked originally. The English connoisseur Jonathan Richardson 
supplementedd the French edition of his A n account of some of the statues, bas-reliefs, drawings and pictures in 
ItalyItaly (1728) with the observations of his son, who claimed to have examined Raphael's painting from 
veryy close quarters. 

TheThe shadows have all become a uniform black.... Yet it is perfectly possible that at first, before they altered, there was a 
greatgreat variety and gradation in the tones which delighted the eye, and that they f lowed pleasingly one into the other}1 

Charless de Brosses reported during his visit to Italy in 1739-40 that the shadows in Raphael's 
TransfigurationTransfiguration had aged to an almost uniform black, and believed that the gradations in colour and light 
andd the reflections must have been far more apparent in the original modelling.16 It was also around 
thenn that people started suggesting that the light passages had also been affected. The German 
Romanticc poet Wilhelm Heinse observed when he was in Rome in 1787: It is only a pity that the painting 
hashas lost its colour harmony [Haltun£, that the shadows have all blackened, that the fine tints have disappeared, and that 
thethe effect of the sky is notgood.ni Von Rahmdohr agreed that very same year.18 

11 3. Mander {1604)1, f. 49v: 'Want Raphelitrmaertin al.1'wecrelts entn. In yjn leste wenk It Peter Montory, De Transfiguraly tot yjnder glory, De verven 

soutiensoutien ttrsch ghedaen ghelijcken. Waert dat try Ixul willen bet lamp-swart wijcken. T' bederft die verwen doer 't onder aft mede vermengt is met ter lijdt' 

14.. Scanelli (1657), p. 165: '...la tavola gia mentoata di S. Pietrv in Montorio, la quale peressen rimostrata la piü eccellente, e dolta Pittura, die a noslri giorni si 

vengavenga a palesan, sard has/ante il  dire, die sia 1'ultimo operat» della semprt crescente virtu di questo supremo Maestro, e se un tal'epilogo diperiettione nonjosse affeso 

inin gran parte dall'oscuri/a de 'cokri, goderebbe anco al presente di tal lisla il  virtuoso, come se da Piltort /x/dierno Josse slata dipinta; si scuopre per» assai me no.' 

Scanellii  knew many artists personally, among them Guercmo and Guido Reni (see also Scanelli's remark in the use of extra white pigment by 
Guidoo Reni in chapter II , section I) and advised on and bought works of art for Franscesco d'Este, Duke of Modena and one of Italy's 
greatestt collectors. Scanelli's book reveals that he was a painstaking observer who regularly discusses the physical condition of the paintings. 

15.. Richardson & Richardson (1728; 1972), vol. 3, p. 611: '...les ombres sont toules devenues cgalement noires... Cependant, il  est Iris probable, que dans le 
commencement,commencement, <L? avant que les ombres eussent cijangé, ily armt une grande variété & gradation de tantes, qui divcrtissoient la me <£" qui s untisotent les unes au.x 
autresautres agriabJcment.' That Richardson ]r had made a close study of the Transfiguration is clear from various details in hts argument. He noted that 
thee painting was executed in oils on a panel, which was quite thick and large, and that Raphael had executed it very delicately, with the hair 
andd other details being painted with the tip of the brush. However, it was a less precise technique than that used for Raphael's smaller 
paintings. . 

16.. Bezard (1931), vol. 2, p. 182. 

17.. Heinse (1787; 1975), vol. 4, p. 216: 'Schade nur, dass das Gemalde die Haltung verloren \iat, die Schatten alle sdjwar  ̂geworden, diejcinen Tinten 
verschwundenverschwunden sindunddie Luff keinegute Wirkung hat" On the concept of Haltung see Taylor (1992), 
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FirsthandFirsthand observations by 18"'-century authors and the mosaic copy 

Inn 1744, the Congregazione della Reverenda Fabbrica asked permission to make a mosaic copy of 
Raphael'ss painting for St Peter's in Rome. The commission was awarded to Stefano Pozzi, but the 
mosaicc was not installed until 1768 (Fig. 2).19 The model for the mosaicists, whose copy was roughly 
twicee the size of the original, was a large work in oil on canvas which still survives today, albeit in 
lamentablee condition.20 It can be assumed diat this copy was made after Raphael's painting had been 
cleaned,, for experts who examined the Transfiguration in 1796 and 1798 got die impression that die 
paintedd surface had last been cleaned some 60 years before.21 It is taken for granted that the mosaic, a 
techniquee which does not discolour with age, gives a good idea of how Raphael's painting looked 
aroundd the middle of the 18th century.22 A comparison of its tonal relationships widi those in the 
paintingg reveals several obvious differences, particularly in the lower half The shadows in the mosaic 
aree not as dark, and details and reflections can be seen in die shadowed forms of the flesh tones, which 
makee the transitions in the modelling less harsh. Raphael's figures loom up out of a dark background, 
butt in die mosaic they emerge from relatively light and clearly defined surroundings. Another 
differencee is diat the light passages of several draperies, which are almost white in the painting, have a 
moree saturated colour in the mosaic, particularly the pinks and reds, and the blue tunic of the aposde 
seatedd on the left. 

Thee mosaic seems to show diat 18th-century audiors were exaggerating when they said that the 
shadowss in Raphael's painting were almost black, that the fine tints had disappeared, and that the 
modellingg displayed no variety or gradation in die tints. However, it turns out that the difference 
betweenn the colours in the mosaic and the observations of die 18,h-century writers is due to the fact 
thatt the colours that the copyists reproduced differed from diose in Raphael's original. Giovanni 
Bottarii  noted in his edition of Vasari's Vite (1759) that the mosaic 'will  necessarily differ greatly from the 
original?original? He emphasises that this was in no way due to any lack of skill on die part of die mosaicists, but 
simplyy because the mosaic technique was inadequate for imitating an oil painting, in which the tones 
cann be blended into one anodier. The odier reason for the difference was that die original had: already 
darkeneddarkened in Vasari's time, has now become much darker, so that today one sees nothing in the depths of the painting but 

aa deep and uniform black. The copy mil therefore be the more praiseworthy.22 This remark implies diat the 

original'ss darkened shadows were corrected in the mosaic. This was a not uncommon practice in the 
17thh and 18th centuries. As indicated in chaper II , in instructions for making copies in El museo pictorico' 

18.. Basilius von Rahmdohr (1787), p. 329. 

19.. DiFederico (1983), p. 67; Boucher Desnoyers (1852), p. 40, confirms that the mosaic took more than 25 years to complete. 

20.. This copy is in the Benediction Hall of the Vatican Palace. The canvas is torn and the varnish badly yellowed. The paint is also severely 
discoloured,, and the colours are very different from those in the mosaic. Since it was merely intended as a model for the mosaicists there 
wouldd have been no need for durable colours. 

21.. Emile-Male (1961), p. 225. 

22.. Weil-Garris Posner (1974), p. 55; Mancinelli (1977), p. 25; Justi (1870), p. 9. 

23.. Vasari, Vile tie pi» caxknti pitlori, scultori e an/titetfi, ed. G. Bottari, 3 vols, Rome 1759-60. Bottari's commentary is mentioned in the edition 
byy Guglielmo della Valle (1792), that I consulted: vol. 5, p. 310: 'Ma necessariamenle sara moilu lonlano ilmosaico dall'originatc, pon per difctta cii d>i k 

lamrsrd,lamrsrd, tite ansj i mosaiasU sono eacllenti all'ultimo segno ma penile tkivndosi fare ana at doppio piü grande e ertseen i ainlom, questi debbono per ncicssita esser 

varjvarj da que ill  di Ra/aello: e poi la natura stessa del mosauv non tompor/a di ri  cupiar'a ton tulla 1'esate^a cite consiste in una parte quassi incliiisibile. In olle 

essendoessendo gia annegrita a tempi) del Vasari, adesso i motto piu, orule ne'fondi non si rede altrv die un nero osatro e futto eguale. Sara ilunque tanto piit pregiabtle 

questaquesta copia.' 
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(1715-24),, the Spanish painter Palomino y Velasco expressly advised against reproducing discolorations 
inn the original.24 The report on the condition of the Transfiguration in 1798 shows that the copyists did 
indeedd correct the effects of ageing. It states that parts of the picture, among them the beard of the 
pointingg apostle in the red cloak, had been severely abraded when cleaned during a previous restoration 
(thee campaign of around 1740 or an even earlier one). The mosaic shows the beard in full.25 The 
modellingg was also corrected in order to match what was believed to have been its original appearance. 
Thee shadows were lightened and were given the pronounced effect of gradations and reflections which the 
originall  once possessed, according to Charles de Brasses who was quoted earlier. The light passages 
weree corrected by giving them more forceful colours, which gready reduced the glaring tonal contrast.2*1 

Onee result of the mosaicists' corrections was that some later connoisseurs felt that Raphael's original 
wass inferior to the mosaic. Carljusti, for example, wrote in 1870: 

[One]]  is bitterly disappointed in one's high expectations of the original.... It is strange that the fourfold enlargement in the 

mosaicmosaic copy of the Transfiguration in St Peters, which was made in 1768, gives a more favourable painterly 

impressionimpression on the whole than the unfortunate original?1 

AntonAnton Mengs 

Thee academician Anton Raphael Mengs (1728-79) was the first to suggest that the sharp tonal 
transitionn from the lit to the shadowed passages was due not to ageing but to Raphael himself. In his 
analysiss of the work of Correggio, Raphael and Titian, published posthumously, he observed: 

Moreover,Moreover, Raphael had yet another defective basic principle, namely of diffusing a uniform bright light on the area of a 

garment,garment, which should naturally have a pure colour. He fell into this error notably when he painted a blue garment that 

oneone sees on the apostle seated in the foreground of the Transfiguration, the lights of which are completely white, which could 

notnot be so, on the evidence of the shadows and mid-tones that he gave it. This has raised the paints to the highest white in 

thethe light passages and sunk them to the deepest black in the shadowed areas?* 

Accordingg to Mengs, Raphael employed very few reflections in the shadowed passages either, which 
resultedd in too litde variation between the different skin textures.29 Mengs' analysis covers precisely 

24.. See chapter II , section I, Kedpesfor mixing colours to a lighter sliade. 

25.. Mancinelli (1977), p. 15, rook this to mean that the painting was cleaned again after the copy had been made. It is difficul t to reconcile this 
hypothesiss with the observation made in 1796 and 1798 that the painting had last been cleaned 60 years previously. 

26.. There are other corrections to the original in the mosaic. The two figures on the left of the Transfiguration scene are less pronounced, and 
thee changeant effect in St James' attire has been toned down. 

27.. justi (1870), p. 9: '...Jindet seine Ixidigespanntcn Emartungen gegeniiber iltm Original auj niedersdjlagende Wcisc belrngen.,., Erisf merkwunltg, class ike 
lierfadilierfadi fergriisscrle im fa/jre 176X rollcndcle Mitsatkcopie der Transfiguration in tier Peterskm.be im Grossen umi Gangen einen günstigeren malerisdicn Eindruik 
madtfmadtf ait ilas ungliidzlidx Original.' 

28.. Mengs (1786), pp. 171-72: 'Ausscrdtm batte Rajfael nodi einen febMiaftern Grundjass an sub, doss er aufdtr Stelle, wo aas Gewand seiner Natur nadi 
mnmn reiner Farbe seyn sollte, eingleidies Mies Licbt ausbreitctc, be.wnders ivrfielerin diestn Febler, wcnn erein blaues Gewand machte, wie man an dim Apostel, 
weL/ierweL/ier auj ilem Vordergrund der Transfiguration sisst, bemerkt, dessen Liditergan  ̂ weits sind, weldxs dod> nacb den slanken Sdtattcn und Me^clintcn, die er 
ibmgab,ibmgab, nidi seyn konnte. Dieses iieisst die Farben inden Hd>ten Stellen bis ^um Ixidjsten Weiss erlmkn, und in den sdiattigten bii ~um tiejsten Sdiwar  ̂ivrsinken 
lassen.' lassen.' 

29.. Ibui, p. 178. 
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thosee aspects, which the mosaicists had corrected because they believed them to be the result of ageing. 
Whenn reading Mengs' stylistic critique, however, one must remember that painting had come a long 
wayy since the early 16th century, particularly as regards the 'natural' representation of shadows and flesh 
tones,, and mat Mengs was applying 18th-century criteria to the 16th-century Transfiguration. 

Mengss felt that several other coloristic 'errors' were indeed due to ageing. He came to this 
conclusionn on the basis of an anecdote in Joachim von Sandrart's Teutsche Akademie (1675-80). Giulio 
Romanoo had supposedly painted the head of the possessed youth very painstakingly and smoothly. 
Raphaell  found it too cautious, lacking soul and spirit, and brought it to life with a few masterly, 
multicolouredd strokes.3" Mengs interpreted this as meaning that Raphael had left the underpainting of 
thee Transfiguration to his pupils and had then merely retouched their work thinly, which had affected the 
durabilityy of the painting in places. Mengs' explanation was that this was because layers of oil paint 
graduallyy become more transparent as time passes, allowing the underlying layers to play a greater role 
inn the overall effect than was originally envisaged.31 Mengs' critique was widely accepted for a long 
time,, with authors repeating his interpretation of the smooth execution of some of the flesh tones in 
thee lower half until around the middle of the 19th century.32 They, too, reserved their severest criticism 
forr the abrupt transitions in the modelling of the flesh tones and draperies, but they did not take 
Mengs'' view that Raphael alone was responsible for this at face value. 

EarlyEarly 19'b-century views 

Napoleon'ss army carried the Transfiguration off to Paris in 1797. Experts who examined it, first in Rome 
inn 1796 and in Paris two years later, came to the conclusion that the surface was damaged and was also 
extremelyy dirty,33 so the picture was restored before going on display in the Louvre in 1803. In that 
interveningg period it was studied by Benito Pardo de Figueroa, the Spanish ambassador to the Prussian 
court.. His influential Ecdmen analitico del quadro de la Transfiguration de Rafael de Urbino, which was 

publishedd in Paris in 1804 and was translated into French (1805) and German (1806), contains a 
detailedd analysis of the chiaroscuro and use of colour in which one hears clear echoes of Mengs' 
critique.. The Paris restoration involved the removal of the yellowed layers of varnish, which made the 
contrastss between light and shade in the modelling even more pronounced. When the painting was last 
restored,, in 1972-76, it was discovered that several layers of varnish containing a transparent yellow 
pigmentt had been applied after this cleaning,34 probably to tone down the sharp contrast between light 
andd shade. De Figueroa's interpretation of the chiaroscuro is a synthesis of Mengs' views and those of 
thee other 18th-century writers. Like Mengs, de Figueroa thought that it was Raphael who had made the 
shadowss so dark and without reflections. The abrupt transition from light to shade, however, he 
believedd to be chiefly due to ageing: 

30.. Sandrart (1675-80), vol. 1, 2nd book, fol. 97a. 

31.. Mengs (1786), pp. 179, 181. According to Mengs, Raphael had, fortunately, overpainted the apostles' heads with impasto (impastirte) 
brushstrokes,, so they had retained their beautiful and lively colouring. The first explicit reference to the increased transparency of old paint-
layers,, is found in Gerard de Lairesse's Grout Sdriblerbock (1707). See chapter II , section IV. 

32.. Pardo de Figueroa (1804), p. 56; Braun (1815), p. 237; Morgenstern (1822), p. 27, note 41; Speth (1821), vol. 2, pp. 377-78; Pistolesi 
(1859),, p. 61. 

333 Emile-Male (1961), p. 225. The reports and restoration records say nothing about the condition of the colours. 

34.. Mancinelli (1977), p. 21; Emile-Male (1961). 
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Time,Time, which has weakened the mid-tones of the relief and reinforced the deepest shadows has without doubt contributed to 

thethe exaggeration of their contrast with the lights. However, this effect must above all be attributed to the lampblack or 

printers'printers' black that Raphael employed for the shadowed passages, either as a trial or on a whim, as Vasari says, or 

becausebecause he did not really foresee that this type of black would reinforce itself at the extremes as time passed and would 

affectaffect the other colours adjacent to it.35 

Raphael'ss painting was also studied by Baron Boucher-Desnoyer while it was in die restoration studio, 
andd his findings are set out in the appendix of the 1852 edition of Quatremere de Quincy's Histoire de la 
vievie et des ouvrages de Raphael. The baron evidently saw the picture again when it was exhibited in the 
Louvre.. It was returned to Rome in 1815, after the fall of Napoleon, and was installed in the Vatican 
Museum.. Boucher-Desnoyer studied it again there in the two successive rooms, in which it hung, and 
concludedd that, the lighting, which differed in all four locations, dramatically affected the appearance of 
thee work. In the restoration studio and in the first Vatican gallery, where the painting was strongly lit 
f romm above, /'/ struck me as admirable, and with a marvellous effect; it was extremely luminous and transparent 

throughout.throughout. The lighting was far worse in the Louvre and the second Vatican room, and the baron could 
noo longer detect those qualities in the work. 

Vasari,Vasari, R. Mengs, Benito Pardo de Figueroa, Quatremere and several other scholars and artists have written that the 

paintingpainting of the Transfiguration lacks transparency. This work, which is always being placed in gloomy surroundings, 

shouldshould be judged accordingly. I would probably have shared this opinion had not a happy chance enabled me to see this 

masterpiecemasterpiece illuminated from above,,36 

Whenn Boucher-Desnoyer spoke of the extreme luminosity of the painting he was probably referring to 
thee lightness of the Transfiguration scene. The mention of writers like Vasari, Mengs and de Figueroa 
meanss that their remarks about the lack of transparency must allude to the shaded passages. The baron 
hadd evidendy seen that when the painting was fully lit the shadows were not a uniform black, but did 
indeedd have a 'transparent,' differentiated detailing. Passavant pointed out in the French edition of his 
RafaelRafael von Urbino (1860) that this phenomenon demonstrated that 'the glares alone had caused the darkening, 

forfor when one placed the painting in a bright light it took on a luminous tone and shone in all its radiance.,'37 When one 

shiness a bright light on a very dark glaze applied over a lighter layer the passage will brighten because 
thee light penetrates the transparent paint. Conservators are familiar with the phenomenon of extremely 
dark,, almost uniform passages displaying an unexpected wealth of gradations under a strong light. 

35.. Pardo de Figueroa (1H04), p. 49: 'la degradation de tintos de.uk los clans Imta tor obscunsparece dcmariatto rapida, noporquejaltan matins intermedins, 
.nno.nno porque los extremos, esto cs, el mayor clan, y la mayor sombra estan jueremente pronunaados. El tiempo tlebilitando las medias tintas de rebajo, y refor^ando las 
ultimasultimas sombra<, Ija contributdii sin duda a exdgerar su contrarie con los clans; pern pnncipalmente dtbe esto atribuirst al negro de bumo ó de imprenta, que Rafael 
empleóempleó en este Quadn para las sombras, <ipor na de ensayo, ófmrcapridm enmo dice el Vasari, óporque realmtnte no pmta que esta especie lie negro llegaria a 
cargarsecargarse en cxtremo con el iHrcurso del tiempo, y manclxiria los demur colores atfyacen/es.' 

36.. Boucher-Desnoyers (1852), pp. 44-45: 'it'me parut admirable et d'un effect mcrvcilleux; d était excessiitmenl lumineux et transparent partout.... llestd 
rcgrttierquercgrttierque ce cljej-d'oeum ne soit pas expose' de maniere a ce qu 1'onpuuse apprccicr tout les genres de beaulis qu 'itriunit.... Vasari, R. Mengs, Benito Pardo di 
Figueroa,Figueroa, Quatremere, et plusieurs autres savants et artistes, ont icrit que le tableau de la Transfiguration manquail de transparance. Cet outrage, ayanl toujours été 
placeplace dans les localite's sombrcs, derail élre jugi ainsi. J'auraispmbablementparfage' cette opinion, si un hasard hureux ne m'avail tvir ce cfxj-d'oeutn éclaircpar le 
haul' haul' 

37.. Passavant (1860), vol. 2, pp. 291-92: 'lesglacis seulr auruknt ptmssc au noir; car, lorsqu'on placa le tableau enpleine lumiire, ttprit un ton lumineux et 
brillabrilla  de tout son écht.' 
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Evenn today, Raphael's painting reveals many nuances in the shadows when brightly lit (Fig. 3). 
Soo when interpreting the treatment of colour and the handling of light and shade in the 

Transfiguration,Transfiguration, all the late 18th and early 1 ̂ -century writers took into account that different passages 
hadd aged in different ways. They mentioned not only the darkening of the shaded areas, whether or not 
paintedd with glazes, but also the fading of delicate, light tints, as well as die impact of the increased 
transparencyy of the paint. It was also felt that Raphael did not have full mastery of certain aspects of 
thee use of colour and chiaroscuro. One rarely encounters such views after the middle of the 19th 

century,, partly because less and less attention was paid to the physical aspects of the painting. This 
resultedd in authors simply repeating Vasari's remark.38 In the course of the 19th century, though, people 
begann taking a more critical view of Vasari's Vile, with the result that his observation was not always 
takenn as the basis for explanations for the dark shadows. Moreover, Raphael's normative role in 19th-
centuryy art theory influenced writers to such an extent tfiat they appear to have ruled out the possibility 
thatt he could have made either coloristic or technical mistakes. The upshot was a succession of widely 
differingg theories about the harsh chiaroscuro. 

TheThe atmospheric explanation 
Severall  authors believed that Raphael used the abrupt chiaroscuro to depict a specific type of light. 
Accordingg to Morgenstern (1822), the bands of red on the horizon and the long cast shadows are 
evidencee that the event in the lower half of the painting is taking place as night falls—# time of day when 
therethere are abrupt transitions between light and shade?* On top of that, he said, the shadows had darkened with 
age.. Abraham Constantin (1840) maintained that shadows are simply darker in Italy, and Raphael depicted the 
lowerlower group in bright sunshine. This light effect was supposedly evident from the sharply outlined shadows 
andd the gold tint that predominates in the lights. He wrote that this effect could most clearly be seen in the 
chiaroscuroo of the blue tunic of the aposde seated in the foreground, which had previously troubled 
Mengs.400 The latest restoration removed the gold tint in the lights, which in Constantin's day would 
havee been due to die layers of yellow-tinted varnish applied in 1803. 

A.nA.n error by Raphael's pupils 
Mostt 19th-century writers, could not reconcile the harsh chiaroscuro in the healing scene with Raphael's 
style.. This led to die idea that he could not have been solely responsible for the execution of his last 
painting.. The theory was that after his sudden death his pupils Giulio Romano and Francesco Penni 
finishedd the picture without having grasped their master's intentions. This was also the explanation for 
thee inferior use of colour in some of the heads in the lower half, which had previously been attributed 
too ageing. Fiorillo (1798) adopted a cautious tone. He believed that it was not yet possible to say with 
absolutee certainty whether the painting was completed by Raphael himself or finished by his pupils.41 

Fiorillo'ss pupil, Von Rumohr, was more categorical in his influential Italienischt Forschungen (1827-31), 

38.. For example Speth (1X21), pp. 378-79, Plainer (1829-42), vol. 2b, pp. 414-36, Ranalli (1856), vol. 2, p. 27. Burckhardt (1855), p. 9()6 
mentionedd just that the shadows had darkened. 

39.. Morgenstern (1822), p. 25 and p. 41, note 25. 

40.. Constantin (184(1), pp. 7-8: 'En Ilalie Its ombres sunt mires, el Rapljacla représenté Its figures clugmupe inférieuréchtrecs pur ie siikilcc qui motife la J/me 
desdes ombres; la teinte three qui règne généralement sur tous les churs m 'a dunne l'opinion que je Ijasarde ia.' 

41.. Fiorillo (1798), vol. 1, pp. 104-06. 
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statingg that large parts of the Transfiguration had not been painted by Raphael.42 

Variouss 19th-century authors tried to distinguish between the hands of the various painters who 
weree believed to have worked on the painting. The upper half, with its smooth transitions in the 
modelling,, was considered to be by Raphael alone. The healing scene, on the other hand, was the work 
off  pupils. Giulio Romano, in particular, was singled out as the perpetrator of the coloristic inaccuracies. 
Inn his biography of Raphael, Förster said that the artist had barely begun on the lower half, and that it 
wass almost entirely Romano's work.43 Most late 19th and early 20th-century authors agreed, and this 
vieww lives on even in quite recent studies, such as Bock von Wullfingen's of 1956.44 It is typified by 
Justii  in the famous lecture on the Transfiguration that he delivered in 1870. 

HeHe [Giuli o Romano] cut out every figure with very sharp contours and rounded them with a glaring light resembling 

artificialartificial  light in a closed room. His lights burn but lack warmth, his shadows are impenetrable and dead, the mid-tones 

areare missing... One cannot express how much damage this has done to the appearance of Raphael's creation*'* 

TheThe use of wrong materials 

Otherr writers thought that the unbalanced chiaroscuro was not intentional on Romano's part. 
Followingg Vasari, they believed that the lampblack was responsible for the harsh handling of light, but 
noww it was Romano, not Raphael, who had applied it. According to Passavant (I860) Raphael had 
placedd various figures in the lower half in a mid-tone to make them contrast with the radiance of the 
upperr half. 

Unfortunately,Unfortunately, the admirable chiaroscuro which the Transfiguration had at first has vanished almost entirely, because 

GiulioGiulio Romano, when finishing the painting after Raphael's death, used lampblack - a treacherous colour which gives a 

vigorousvigorous and transparent tone initially but darkens within a few years.^ 

Passavant'ss explanation was endorsed by Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Dollmayer and others.47 Springer 
alonee maintained that it was more likely that Raphael's pupils had totally disrupted the radiant and 
luminouss chiaroscuro with their dull black shadows and harsh contours while Raphael was still alive.48 

Knackfusss interpreted the shadows in yet another way, believing that the artist's death had prevented a 

42.. Rumohr (1827-31), vol. 3, p. 133. 

43.. Förster (1867-68), vol. 2, p. 306. 

44.. Ranalli (1856), vol. 2, pp. 26-27; Pistolesi (1859); Lübke (1879), vol. 2, pp. 350-53; Hasse (1889), pp. 9-22; Gronau (1909), p. 247; Bock 
vonn Wiilffingen (1956), p. 19. 

45.. justi (1870), pp. 8-9: 'Er schnitt jede Ftgurausin Ijaarscljarfcn Contouren unci mndete sie mitteht einergrellen Beleuchtung, die an das künstlüije Licht eines 

geschlossenengeschlossenen Raums erinnert. Seine Lichter sind brennendobne warm ̂ u sein, sein Schatten undunhubtig und Todt, die Mitteltbne /eb/en. ...Es isl nicht ^u sagen 

wietieldun/iwietieldun/i dicsc Ausjübrung ilem Eindruck der rapljaeliuhe Sdmpjung geschade! warden ist.' 

46.. Passavant, (I860), vol. 2, p. 291: 'Malheureusemenl, l'admirabk clmr-abscurqui ewtait originaitxment dans la Transfiguration a presque enttirvment 
disparu,disparu, pane que Jules Kmmain, en terminant Ie tableau apris la mort de Rap/wët, se senit de noir ik fumee, couleur perfide, qut donne au premier moment un ton 
tigoureuxtigoureux et transparent, mais qui, au bout de quelques années, pnusse au noir.' 

47.. Crowe & Cavalcaselle (1882-85), vol. 2, p. 487; Dollmayr (1895), p. 343. 

48.. Springer (1895), p. 194. Crowe & Cavalcaselle (1882-85), p. 490, also believed that Giulio Romano had worked on the right half of the 
lowerr zone while Raphael was still alive. 
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feww touches being applied which would have muted the over-harsh contrasts.49 It is amazing how 
ingeniouss everyone was in coming up with explanations for the chiaroscuro that was so at odds with 
Raphael'ss style. 

TheThe darker style and rilievo 
I tt is in three influential, late 19th-century monographs that one first comes across the idea that the 
harshh chiaroscuro in the healing scene was absolutely deliberate on Raphael's part. This was matched 
byy a more positive assessment of it. Eugène Müntz, like many previous writers, saw the chiaroscuro as 
aa drawback which was undoubtedly largely due to Giulio Romano, but at the same time believed that Raphael 
hadd himself already painted the lower half as a zone of shrill contrasts and violence so as not to be outdone 
byy Sebastiano's Raising of Lazarus.5" Crowe and Cavalcaselle admired the splendid proportion of light and 
shadowshadow in the old aposde seated in the left foreground and Herman Grimm believed that the dark 
shadowss in the scene of the failed healing were necessary in order to accentuate the shadow-free 
radiancee on the mountain.51 Taking a more positive approach to the chiaroscuro, various 20th-century 
authorss discussed the different hands in the lower half of the Transfiguration and made a distinction 
betweenn the harsh chiaroscuro on the one hand, and the bright colours and inferior quality of certain 
figuress on the other. Like many earlier writers, they attributed these last two aspects to coloristic errors 
madee by Raphael's pupils after his death. They approved of the chiaroscuro, however, and believed that 
itt was fully in accord with Raphael's intentions, even if it had been done after his death.52 Freedberg 
stressedd that the purpose of the harsh fall of light in the lower halfwas to create a strong tonal contrast 
betweenn light and shade in the modelling in order to lif t the forms out of the painted surface. This idea 
wass central to the studies of Kathleen Weil-Garris Posner, who argued that Raphael had made the 
shadowss in the healing scene far darker than in his earlier work in order to depict the figures with a 
strongg rilievo. This, a core concept in Italian art theory since the 15th century, can be construed as a 
convincingg suggestion of the three-dimensionality of the figures on the flat plane. Weil-Garris Posner 
citedd 16th-century sources to support her theory that this must have been based on Leonardo da Vinci's 
'darker'darker style,'' which embodied a marked tonal contrast between lit and shaded forms.53 

AfterAfter the restoration of 1972-76 
Nevertheless,, the uncertainty about the autograph nature of the healing scene stood in the way of a 
widespreadd positive assessment of the chiaroscuro.54 The scientific examination that took place during 
thee restoration campaign of 1972-76 revealed that parts of Raphael's painting were unfinished. The 
formss there are sketchy, applied with just a single layer of paint, and lack the detailing characteristic of 
thee other passages.55 This indicates that Raphael's pupils had not tried to finish the Transfiguration in his 

49.. Knackfuss (1899), p. 131. 

5ü.. Müntz (1886), p. 323. 

51.. Respectively: Crowe & Cavalcaselle (1882-85), p. 497; Gnmm (1886), pp. 469-75. 

52.. Hartt (1944); Einem (1966), pp. 301-04; Freedberg (1961), vol. 1, pp. 356-62; Fischel (1962), pp. 209-16. 

53.. Weil-Garris Posner (1972), pp. 343-73 and (1974), pp. 3-22. See also Leopold & Etttinger, (1987), p. 226. 

54.. This despite the fact that Vogel (1920) had pointed out that it is clear from the correspondence of Pauluzzi, ambassador to the papal 
court,, who visited Raphael's studio regularly in 1519 and 1520, that the painting was already at a very advanced stage in the spring of 1520. 

55.. Mancinelli (1977), pp. 26-38. This sketchy manner is known from Raphael's other unfinished works, like the Eslerbay Madonna (1508). 
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style.. The competitive climate in which the painting was made also makes it unlikely that Raphael 
wouldd have allowed anyone else to work on it. Numerous pentimenti, for example, in the positions of the 
handss and the shapes of the hair revealed by X-radiography show that all sorts of minor changes were 
madee during the painting process. This 'free' method of working was seen as a clear indication that 
Raphaell  worked on the Transfiguration alone, which ties in with Vasari's account of the work's genesis: 
hehe then made up his mind to paint without the assistance of anyone else the altar-piece with the Transfiguration of Christ 

forfor San Pietro in Montorio, and he himself worked ceaselessly on this painting which he brought to the highest degree of 

perfection.*'perfection.*' The removal of the varnish in 1972-76 showed that the use of colour was far brighter and 
moree differentiated than had previously been thought (Fig. 4), and it also revealed differences in 
paintingg technique between the upper and lower halves. The Transfiguration scene was executed with 
paintt rich in pigment that had been applied thinly. Glazes, too, had been used. The paint used in the 
healingg scene was more smooth-flowing and thicker, with the vanous hues being blended into one 
another.. Old and dirty layers of varnish had actually toned down the much-discussed tonal contrast in 
thee lower half. Brown (1986) pointed out that the harsh handling of light in this part of the cleaned 
paintingg differed greatly from the chiaroscuro in works by Leonardo da Vinci, which have a far more 
graduall  transition from light to dark. According to him, the differences in chiaroscuro between 
Leonardo'ss work and Raphael's painting were connected with the expressive function of this aspect of 
thee Transfiguration-* notion that would have been totally unfamiliar to Leonardo.57 Raphael's bright 
colours,, which also differ from Leonardo's muted treatment of color, are explained by Brown in the 
samee way.58 

TheThe 'expressive' chiaroscuro 

Noww that there is a consensus on the autograph nature of Raphael's last painting, the chiaroscuro in 
thee lower half has been unanimously applauded. It was pointed out in the introduction to this chapter 
thatt the current view is that the contrast in the handling of light between the upper and lower halves is 
supposedlyy intended to express the conceptual antithesis between the Transfiguration and the apostles 
trying,, and failing, to heal the possessed youth. It turns out that this view has its origins in a notion that 
hass been evolving since the early 18th century, namely that Raphael's painting depicts two scenes with 
contrastingg content. 

Thiss is first expressed in Jonathan Richardson's Account (1722), where the painting was 
experiencedd as a combination of two isolated scenes.59 Richardson found this conflation of two stories 

Szépmüvészetii  Muzeum, Budapest: Sonnenburg (1983), pp. 69-71. Gould (1982), p. 479, proposed that the suggestion of sketchily applied 
formss could also be due to overcleaning during earlier restorations. 

56.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 5, p. 207: 'ixilltpai  lararun da si solo e scn~a aiuto d'aitri la tawla tit San Pietro a Montorio Mia 
Trasftgura^oneTrasftgura^one di Crista' and p. 202: '...la quale egli cii sua mano continuamente laturandu, ridusse ad ultimaperfe^ione.' Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 1, 
pp.. 318,314. 

57.. Brown (1986), pp. 238, 241. 

58.. Oberhubcr (1982), p. 17, however, remarked that Raphael's use of colour had its roots in the Umbrian school. 

59.. The idea that Raphael's painting consisted of two separate scenes was voiced as early as J. Richardson, An essay on the theory of painting, 

Londonn 1715, pp. 43, 56, 59, 60. It is elaborated in his An account of some of the statues, bas-reliefs, drawings and pictures in Italy, London 1722, pp. 
313-14,, and in the French edition of 1728, pp. 610-32. The combination of two actions had been criticised back in 1712 by A. Cowper, Earl 
off  Shaftesbury, Second characters, or t/je language of forms, Cambridge 1914. Unlike Richardson's work, though, this book had littl e influence: 
Haberlandd (1991), pp. 139-40. On the critical history of the thematic contrast between the two scenes see; Lütgens (1929), pp. 26-60. 
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inn one painting hard to take, and castigated Raphael for associating two events, which had occurred in 
differentt places and very probably at different times. To Richardson's Classicist mind, a painting should 
respectt the Aristotelian unities of action, place and time.60 He did not see any thematic connection 
betweenn the Transfiguration and the attempted healing of the youth, and felt that Raphael would have 
donee better to depict the two events in two separate paintings. Richardson's book, which was 
translatedd into French and reprinted several times, had a great influence on 18th-century views of 
Raphael'ss last painting. One finds variants of his critique until late in the 18th century.61 There were 
others,, though, who resolutely defended Raphael's depiction of the two events. However, those 
championss sought their arguments within the same conceptual framework used by the detractors. 62 

Theyy set out to show that Raphael had not sinned against the unity of time by pointing out that the 
eventss could well have taken place simultaneously. However, none of the champions or critics felt that 
theree was any thematic connection between the two episodes.63 

Thatt changed at the end of the century when Goethe, in a celebrated passage in his Italienische 
ReiseReise (which was written in 1787 but not published until 1817), pointed out die connection between the 
twoo scenes and expressed his abhorrence of the sense/ess discussion about the dual action. 

NeverthelessNevertheless I was surprised that anyone should dan find fault with the unity of such a great conception as this... What is 

thethe point, then, of separating the upper action from the lower? Both are one. Below are those who are suffering and need 

help;help; above is the active power that gives succour both are inseparably related in their interaction^ 

Att around the same time, Wilhelm Heinse and Wilhelm Wackenroder found an inner connection in the 
formm of the contrast between salvation and impotence, and posited that therein lay the painting's 
unity.unity.6565 This pronouncement by authoritative German Romantic writers silenced the discussion about 
thee dual action, and that thematic antithesis has been the prevailing view ever since.66 

Thee German authors saw the contrast solely in the realm of content, and invoked neither the 

60.. Franken (1995). 

61.. The French sculptor and writer Etienne Falconet, who had turned against Classicist art principles in earlier essays, agreed in his Notes sur le 
XXXV.XXXV. Litre ite Püne with Richardson's critique; see Falconet {1781; 1970), vol. 1, p. 391. Falconet also criticised the way in which Raphael 
depictedd both scenes. Mount Tabor was so low that the disciples at the bottom must also have witnessed the miracle of the Transfiguration, 
whichh in his view made it utterly illogical that they were still concentrating on healing the possessed youth. 

62.. In order to counter the accusation that Raphael had made Mount Tabor so low that it appeared that both events were taking place at the 
samee location (see the previous note), it was pointed out that if he had given the mountain its true proportions the painting would have been 
tooo elongated and that the Transfiguration itself would have become too small. Justifications of the dual action can be found in the French 
editionn of Richardson's book in a letter to the author from the translator A. Rutgers; see Richardson & Richardson (1728; 1972), pp. 735-46, 
Brossess (1739-40); see Bezard (1931), pp. 145-47, Volkmann (1770-77), vol. 2, pp. 651-52. 

63.. According to Liitgens (1929), pp. 34-35, the letter from Rutgers mentioned in the previous note was the only exception to this. After a 
longg series of arguments in defense of the dual action, which tie in with those of Volkmann and De Brosses, it is asserted that the painting is 
unifiedd by the sublime contrast of the divine omnipotence of the Lord in the upper half and the impotence of the disciples below. 

64.. Goethe (1816-17); see Einem (1978), p. 454: 'Wundersam bkibl es index immer, doss man an dergrossen Einbeit einer snkhen Kon~eplion jemals hat 
makelnmakeln durf en.... Wie mil man nun das Obere und I Utere trennen? Beiiies is! ems; unten das Leidende, Bedürftige, oben das Wirksamc, Hülfnüix, beides 
aujeinanileraujeinaniler skli be^ehend, in einander einwirkend.' The English translation is from Auden & Mayer (1970), p. 433. 

65.. Heinse (1787; 1975), vol. 4, pp. 216-17; Wackenroder (1797), p. 99. 

66.. This is true not only of art-historical studies. Nietzsche(l 872), p. 39, too, regarded the lower half of the Transjiguratiim as a ' Wiikrspiegelung 
desdes ewigen I hsdmer^es,' and the upper half as 'ein leucbtendes Scbwebtn in reinster Wanne und Scbmer^ksem.' 
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colourr nor handling of light nor the expressions and gestures of the figures in their interpretations/'7 It 
wass only from the beginning of the 19th century that the thematic antithesis was gradually expanded to 
coverr these aspects of the painting. De Figueroa (1804) was the first to describe the contrast in the 
gesturess and facial expressions of the figures in the two scenes, which expressed the glory of the upper 
scenee and to the earthly fear and suffering in the lower one.68 Quatremere de Quincy was the first to 
notee a contrast between the composition of the lower half with the massed crowd and the sea of space 
above.699 Although there are indications that he regarded diis contrast as a reflection of the antithesis in 
content,, he felt that the main function of the scene of healing was compositional. If Raphael had only 
depictedd the Transfiguration on the heights of Mount Tabor, a large part of the painting would have 
beenn left bare and empty, but instead he filled it up in an interesting way with the episode of the 
possessedd youth. Scenes with the Transfiguration alone, such as the one by Raphael's teacher Perugino, 
havee a static, symmetrical composition.7" Oberhuber has suggested on the evidence of copies after 
preliminaryy studies for the Transfiguration that Raphael originally intended to paint just the 
Transfiguration.711 One factor which may have played a part in the decision to include the healing scene 
iss that Raphael was in competition with Sebastiano del Piombo's Raising ofLa^arus-z dramatic scene 
withh a mass of intermingled and gesticulating figures.72 The addition of the aposdes and the 
unfortunatee youth enabled Raphael to display his abilities in composing a scene packed with drama. 
Itt was only in the course of the 19th century that writers like Förster, Springer, Lübke and Wölffli n laid 
increasingg stress on the idea that the contrast between the symmetry and peace of the upper half and 
thee tumult and sharp diagonals below reflected the painting's thematic antithesis.73 The current 
interpretationss of authors like Oberhuber and Hall regarding the composition of the Transfiguration are 
ann extension of this. 

Richardson,, who was the first to construe Raphael's painting as a combination of two different 
stories,, was also the one who first described the two kinds of light that match the two actions. The 
brightbright and noble radiance surrounding the principal figure, which extends over everything in the top half of the picture, and 

thethe light in the lower half, is so judiciously disposed that the main subject [the Transfiguration] displays itself 

immediately?*immediately?* He did not, though, attach an expressive connotation to the handling of light. That only 

67.. Nor was a contrast perceived by any of the 18ri,-century authors who did discuss these aspects. Nothing is said about in the analyses of 
Richardson,, (1728; 1972), pp. 610-31; Falconet (1781; 1970), pp. 391-94, or Raguenet (1700), pp. 161-72. 

68.. Pardo de Figueroa (1804), pp. 1 - 22. 

69.. Quatremere de Quincy (1852), pp. 363-79. 

70.. Pietro Perugino, Th Transfiguration of Christ, fresco 266 x 229 cm, Perugia, Collegio del Cambio. 

71.. Oberhuber (1962). 

72.. Thar Michelangelo provided drawings for the Raising oj'Lazarus was well known to Vasari. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 5, pp. 
570-71,, states that Sebastiano's painting was carried out 'sotto online e tiiscgno in alcuneparti di Muhelagnoh.' On Michelangelo's share in 
Sebastiano'ss painting see Hirst (1981), pp. 66-75. See also Gombrich (1981). 

73.. Förster (1867-68), vol. 2, p. 306; Springer (1895), p. 192; Lübke (1879), vol. 2, p. 352; Wölffli n (1924), p. 144. 

74.. Richardson & Richardson, (1728; 1972), p. 611: 'Cegrantl é~ noble eclat tie lumière quitntoure la principale Figure, &.« répand sur toutes celles de la 
parrieparrie supérieure du tableau, comme aussi Iejour de tapartie inférieure est sijueiiaeusement disposé, qui Je sujet principalse presente te premier: This remark is not 
inn the English edition of 1722. 
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camee in the 19th century. De Figueroa wrote in his TLcdmen analitico (1804) that the two contrasting kinds 
off  light fitted the actions in the separate halves of the painting. Christ deserved to be surrounded by a 
radiantt light, while the stark, harsh light below befitted the sad event taking place there.75 Braun (1815) 
wass more explicit, mentioning aspects, which are found in the current interpretation of the lighting. 
Everythingg is bright and clear in the divine scene at the top, while the darkness and shadows below 
illustratee man's weakness.76 The views of these early 19th-century authors found littl e favour with those 
whoo came after them, the reason being that for almost all of the 19th century the chiaroscuro was 
regardedd as a shortcoming that Raphael could not have intended. It was only towards the end of the 
century,, when a more positive attitude towards the modelling gradually evolved, that a connection was 
oncee again perceived between the handling of light and the thematic antithesis.77 Von Einem (1966) 
andd Weil-Garris Posner (1974) also combine approval of the dark colouring of the healing scene with 
thee contention that the handling of light has an expressive significance.78 However, it was only when 
theree was a consensus about the autograph nature of Raphael's painting that the view formulated back 
inn the early 19th century came to occupy a central position.71-*  Caron (1985), repeating the earlier 
opinions,, believes that the figures were deliberately united by their shadows. 'In the natural world contours 
areare not always clear, lights not always displayed against darks, or the relationships among forms perfect, clear and visible, 

withwith all questions answered and all disease cured.m This is fully endorsed by Hall (1992): 'The chiaroscuro mode 

here,here, by emphasising the theatricality of their abortive efforts, makes ironic contrast with the upper %one.m 

II .. Rilievo and the modelling in the Transfiguration 

Accordingg to the modern writers, the use of the dramatic and theatrical fall of light in the lower half of 
thee Transfiguration represented a new artistic phase in Raphael's oeuvre, which was cut short by his 
death.. Vasari had realised that the use of colour in Raphael's last painting differed from that in his 
earlierr work, but believed that this was due to radical changes in the dark paint, which according to him 
containedd lampblack. In other words, he did not consider that Raphael had struck out on a new course 
ass far as the handling of light was concerned. On the contrary, he regarded the painting as the highest 
degreee of perfection (^ultima perfe^ione7) of the master's late style, his maniera nuova, a style appreciably 

75.. Pardo de Figueroa (1804), pp. 50-51. See also Toulongeon (1803), p. b6. 

76.. Braun (1815), pp. 230, 232. 

77.. See for example Voss (1920), vol. 1, p. 88; Stein (1923), pp. 173-74. Knackfuss (1899), p. 131, had already discussed the expressive 

functionn of the handling of light in the lower zone, although he believed that the overly harsh contrasts should have been toned down a little. 

78.. Von Einem (1966), pp. 302-03; Weil-Garris Posner (1974), p. 8. According to the latter, Raphael borrowed the contrast between the lower 
zonee and the Transfiguration scene from Leonardo da Vinci's unfinished Adoration of the magi (begun 1480, left unfinished 1481-82). Uffizi 
Gallery,, Florence. But while no iconographic function can be detected in Leonardo da Vinci's tonal contrast, Weil-Garris Posner believes that 
thatt is the case in the Raphael. 

79.. For example, Brown (1986), p. 241, saw 'the emtluping darkness [as] a metaplmrjortlx benighted slate of the Apostles, the boy and bis family. Such a 

complexcomplex daring use oj light... anticipates works by Cararaggio.' Mancinelli (1977), p. 21, has expressed similar views. The fall of light in the lower half, 

whichh he described as cool and theatrical, is supposedly associated with Raphael's interest in theater, and plays a part in the symbolic unity of 

thee work. 

80.. Caron (1985), p. 486. 

81.. Hall (1992), p. 135. 
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grandergrander and more magnificent than his earlier manner, which he says began with the fresco paintings in the 
Chigii  Chapel in Santa Maria della Pace (1513-14).82 

RaphaelsRaphaels late style and rilievo 

Itt has often been pointed out that Raphael's work after 1513 has heightened tonal contrasts between 
illuminatedd and shaded forms. A connection has occasionally been made with his search for a stronger 
rilievorilievo P A number of statements by Raphael's contemporaries demonstrate that a powerful rilievo was 
feltt to be a key element in his late style.84 Their testimony leaves no room for doubt that the marked 
rilievorilievo served for a more lifelike appearance, and that that effect came about through a pronounced 
tonall  contrast between the lit and shadowed forms. Vasari, too, observed that the dark shadows in 
Raphael'ss work carve out the figures. And in this way, one should put the shadows where they disturb less and give 
themthem a gradual transition in order to carve out the figures; as one sees in the paintings of Raphael of UrbinoP As 
Vasarii  himself wrote, the work of Leonardo da Vinci and Fra Bartolommeo had a great influence on 
thiss development. He reports that Raphael spent much time with Fra Bartolommeo while in Florence 
becausee he admired the friar's work, which was known for its forceful use of dark shadows to achieve a 
greaterr rilievo.  ̂Vasari relates that Leonardo appended to the colouring with oil paint a certain darkness that 
enabledenabled the moderns to endow their figures with great force and rilievo.9,1 Here Vasari relates the concept of rilievo 
too the use of oil paint, which is eminendy suitable for producing dark tones without giving a flat, dull 
effect,, as can easily happen with a water-based medium. Leonardo's writings clearly reveal the 
importancee he attached to rilievo, as in the famous passage: The primary purpose of the painter is to make a 
plainplain surface display a body in rilievo, detached from the plane**' which is precisely what Fra Bartolommeo's 
modellingg does. According to Vasari, the figures in his Mystic marriage of St Catherine (Fig. 5), in 

82.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 340: 'Attndo dunquejatlo Kaffaello il'cartoneperIn delta cappella, la quale c al entrata delta cbicsa tli 
SantaSanta Maria della Pace,., la cunclusse iaitirata in fresco della mamera nuom, alquanto pit/ magnified e grande die non era la prima' Translation by Bull (1987), 
vol.. t, p. 298. 

83.. Weil-Garris Posner (1974), p. 12; Sonnenburg (1990), p. 73. On Raphael's late style see also Gnann & Oberhuber (1999), pp. 17-29. 

84.. Paolo Giovio wrote in his Rapbaelis Vrbinatis Vita (c. 1527), that Raphael sometimes devoted too much attention to bringing out the 
roundingg of the limbs, see Golzio (1936), p. 192. In a well-known letter to Michelangelo of 2 July 1518, Sebastiano del Piombo described the 
powerfull  tonal contrast in the modelling of Raphael's Si Michael and Raphael's Tlx Hofyjamily with St Elizabeth, llie young S. julm andangek or 
HolyHoly family of Francis I (1518). Musêe du Louvre, Paris, which he considered overdone; see Gnann & Oberhuber (1999), pp. 70-71: 'cbe credo nun 
lipossetelipossete imaginar cussapiu ctintrario a la opinionc mstra de quelin Iwaresfi tide in .timet opera, lo non ri diru al/m, cbepareno figure clx siane stale aljumo oivro 
figurefigure diferrri c/ie luccno, Itt/le cbiarv el tutte nere.' Scientific examination has revealed that in this painting the shadows are very subtly nuanced: 
Bergeonn (1990), pp. 51-53; Rioux (1990), pp. 54-55. It is unlikely, though, that the modelling of this painting still matches Raphael's 
intentions,, for it was transferred from panel to canvas in 1753. 

85.. Intmduyone delta pit Iura, in Vasan (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 1, p. 181: 'Ed in quest» modo si debbe net latvran metiergH scuri doit meno 

riffendinoriffendino e faccino dirisione,percarar funn te figure;come sit<edt nellepitture tli  Raffaelto da IIrbino ediallripittorieccellenticbe lianno lenuto questamaniera.' 

86.. Vasari (1568); sec Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, pp. 376-77: 'Raffaelio, adunque, jatta questa risolu^onc, e conosctulo clx Fra Bartolomeo di San Marco 

amam 'a un assai buttn modii di dipingere, disegno ben fonda/o, ed una maniera di colorito piacemle, ancor die lahvlta ussasse troppo gli scun per dar magyor riliern.' 

87.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 50: 'Nellarte dellapitlura aggiunse costuialla mamera del colonre ad olm una cerla oscurila, dontk 
liannolianno dalo i moderni gran for^a e riliciv alte toro figure.' See also p. 26. 

88.. Libra di Pittura (c. 1550); see McMahon (1956), vol. 2, no. 434: 'La prima intent tone del pit Ion, c fare ch'una superficie puina si dimostri ctirpo nleialo 

cc spiccato da esso piano...' This instruction is taken from Leonardo's original manuscript Libro A, which is dated 1508-10: Pedretti (1965), p. 196. 

Onn the concept of rilieiv  in Leonardo da Vinci's writings see Shearman (1962), pp. 13-47; Barasch (1978), pp. 44-89; Kemp (1989). 
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particular,, are depicted with... such strong rilievo that they seem to spring forth from the picture. According to 
Vasari,, Fra Bartolommeo achieved this effect by imitating Leonardo and making the strongest shadows 
evenn darker with black pigment.89 The scientific examination of paintings by Leonardo and Fra 
Bartolommeoo have confirmed the accuracy of Vasari's remarks about their use of black pigments in the 
shadows.900 This use of pigment differs from that of earlier artists, who painted their shadow tones with 
colouredd pigments alone, or by applying several glazes.91 Leonardo's unfinished Adoration of the magi 
(1481-82;; Fig. 6) and the Frate's unfinished Pa/a del/a Signoria (1512; Fig.7) show that they both 
preparedd the rilievo with a detailed monochrome underpainting which has pronounced tonal gradations 
inn the modelling.92 Examination of their finished paintings has revealed that they, too, were 
underpaintedd in a similar way. The shaded passages in the underpaint remain pardy visible under thinly 
appliedd layers of coloured paint and thus contribute to the modelling.93 

Technicall  examination has demonstrated that Raphael also used black and dark brown pigments 
inn the shadowed passages of his late paintings—pigments which are only found sporadically in the 
shadowss of his early work.94 The underpainting in his later easel paintings has a clear tonal contrast 
betweenn the illuminated and shadowed passages. However, it is not monochrome. Raphael 
underpaintedd in colours, which could differ gready from those applied over the, resulting in subde 
colourr effects. In the Holy family of Francis I (1518; Fig. 11), the shadows in St Elizabeth's green garment 
weree obtained by painting a glaze of verdigris over a layer of pure red lake.95 With these transparent and 
almostt complementary layers of colour Raphael produced dark and intensely coloured shadows. The 
usee of pigment in the lower half of the Transfiguration appears to be consistent with this technique, 
insofarr as it served to yield a marked rilievo. Black pigments have been found in the shaded passages, 
andd the modelling is indicated in the coloured underpaint with pronounced tonal contrasts, especially in 
thee scene of healing.96 For example, the blue tunic of the elderly aposde seated in the foreground is 
modelledd with white and dark green, and his ochre-yellow cloak with brown and red. Some flesh tones 
aree underpainted widi white and cool, darker tones in the shadows, while others are in red ochre or 
moree greenish brown hues. 

Ass noted, modern authors like Weil-Garris Posner believe that the harsh chiaroscuro in the 

89.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, pp. 185-86: '...con arte e con buon tUsegno e riliew tanto grande cbe paw no spiccarsi da la lamia''and 
'Sono'Sono malle figure... ma cokrilepoi con unagaglianla maniera cbe paton ili  rilieiii,'  and E nel nero .d mlse assai d'immilare in questo calonlo le cose di Uonardo, e 
massimemassime negli scuri, dore adaprojum» da stampatori e nero tli  arvrirt abtuciato.' Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 2, p. 121. 

90.. Kühn (1985), pp. 24-50; Buzzegoli el al. (1996), pp. 305-11. 

91.. For examples, see National Gallery Technical Bulletin, vol. 4 (1980), pp. 26-31; vol. 10 (1986), pp. 10-19; vol, 11 (1987), pp. 20-32. 

92.. For a description of the Pala dclla Signoria see Padovani (1996)1, pp. 99-103. 

93.. Bracherr (1977), p. 12; Buzzegoli (1996), pp. 300-09. 

94.. The shadows in the blue robe in the Madonna delta lenda (1513) in the Alte Pinakothek in Munich were thinly painted with azunte, brown 
ocherr and carbon black: Sonnenburg (1990), p. 75. In Raphael's Saint Cecilia (commissioned in 1513), Pinacoteca, Bologna, the shadow area in 
Stt Paul's mantle consists of red ocher, black (possibly charcoal) and a littl e copper green pigment: Rossi Manarcsi (1990), p. 131. For the 
resultss of the scientific examination of Raphael's early works: Plesters (1990), pp. 15-37. 

95.. Bergeon (1990), pp. 51-53; Rioux (1990), pp. 54-55. 

96.. Here, too, the colour of the underpainting sometimes differs markedly from the final colour effect. For instance, the pink robe of the 
kneelingg woman is over a yellow-green underpaint; see Mancinelli (1990), pp. 152-53, Note lecnulx (n.d.), Brandi (n.d.), Brandi (1975). 
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modellingg of the healing scene is characteristic of a powerful rilievo. However, it is clear from 16th-
centuryy texts that this modelling differs markedly from rilievo as it was defined in Raphael's day, which 
leavee absolutely no doubt that the requisite, strong tonal contrast had to be indicated with gradual 
transitions,, and that the shaded passages always had to remain legible.'J7 These views are most explicitly 
formulatedd in Leonardo's notes, which reflect his fascination with the mesgo, the area between light and 
dark,, which according to him had an infinite number of gradations. Leonardo distinguished between 
twoo extreme types of light source. The first was lume universale, the light that came from a diffuse source 
andd brought about soft transitions in the modelling. Its opposite was lume particolare, or specific light, 
calledd restricted (costretto) by Leonardo, which could come from various powerful, directed sources, 
suchh as bright sunlight or a fire at night.98 Leonardo knew that this light mil display the greatest difference of 
lightlight and shade, and as a result would produce the strongest effect of the curvature of the muscles." 
Nevertheless,, he warned on several occasions that it was better not to depict such a sharp light in 
paintings,, because the works remain crude and ungraceful)™ The reason for this crudeness, he wrote, was that: 

thethe shadows cast by the sun or any other particular light are without grace for the body to which they adhere, because the 
partsparts remain confused, being divided by distinct outlines of light and shade. And the shadows are of equal strength at the 
endend as at the beginning^ 

Thiss was not what he preferred. According to him, a modelling in which the edges of the shadows will  not be 
sharpsharp against the edges of the lights gave a much better rilievo effect.102 He also emphasised time and again 
aboutt the need for reflections in the shadows in order to achieve a convincing rounding of forms.103 

Thee necessity for a gradual transition in the modelling to achieve a convincing and 'graceful' rilievo was 
alsoo pointed out by Vasari. The deep shadows in Fra Bartolommeo's work were gradually blended, and he 
earnedearned extraordinary praise for having introduced a method of blending the colour tones of his figures such that they 
impartimpart a marvellous harmony to his painting, making them appear in rilievo and alive.un In the remark quoted 

97.. These early 16th-century prescriptions clearly differ from the early 17th-century views about a strong riliero. The latter are typified by the 
followingg description of the handling of light in Caravaggio's work in Mancini's Consideration appartenenti alia pittura ... (1619-21), see Marucchi 
(1956-57),, vol. 1, p. 108: 'Propria di questa sdmla i tli  tumeggtar con lume unito cite tvngbi d'allo sen~a refles.fi, come sarebbe in una stanza da una fenestra con le 

parietepariete colnrih ill  negro, die cost, haitndti i chiari e 1'ombrt molt» c/iiare e multu oscure, ttngano, a dar riliero allapittura.' Mancim goes on to emplja.si.se that this 

formform of lighting had nettr been used before: '...ma pen) am mod» nun natural:, ni fatto , ni ptnsatu da altro secr/la o pi/tori put anlichi, come Raffael/o, Tttiano, 

CorreggioCorreggio et altri.' 

98.. Leonardo (c. 1510-16), (1504, 1508, after 1516), and (1492); see Richter (1883; 1970), vol. 1, nos. 118, 127 and 516, respectively. 

99.. Ubro di Pittura (c. 1550); see McMahon (1956), vol. 2, no. 855. This instruction is dated 1513-14: Pedretti (1965), p. 214. 

100.. Leonardo (1492); see Richter (1883; 1970), vol. 1, no. 516: 'Quel corpo. Fara maggiore diffcre~a da I ombre at lumi cbe si trmtrd cs.sen listo da 

magviorcmagviorc lume, come lume di sole n la node il  lume ilel focn: e questo cpoco da usart jpittura, jperoclx /'open rimagono crude e san^agratia.' 

101.. Leonardo (1492); see Richter (1883; 1970), vol. 1, no. 550: 'Come /'fibre jatte da lumiparticuLtrisi deono fugirepenile sono t Ion i fini simili a' 

prtcipi.prtcipi. L'onbre, Jatte dal sole o altri  lumi particuiari, sono se^a gratia del corpo cbe da quella è accöpagnialo, iperocljè cöjusamete iascia le parti diuise co eiidete 

/ermine/ermine d'obra da lume, e 'óbre sono di part polctia nel'ullimo cbe nelprtcipiii' 

102.. Ubro di Pittura {c. 1550); see McMahon (1956), vol. 2, no. 136. This instruction is dated 1508-10: Pedretti (1965), p. 181. 

103.. Leonardo (1483-1518); see Richter (1939), vol. 1, no. 548. Ubro diPittura {c. 1550); see McMahon (1956), vol. 2, nos. 135, 578, 714. 

Thesee instructions are dated 1510-15, respectively: Pedretti (1965), pp. 182, 

104.. Vasan (1568), see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 186: '...e luffa I'opxra con ombra scura sjumatamente cacciata,' and 'Mcrifo lode straordinaria, afentio 

intrvduttointrvdutto un mod» dijummeggiar le figure, in mod» die all arte aggiungono unione marangliosa, talmente cbepaiono di riliciv  e rirt.'  Translation by Bull (1987), 
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abovee about Raphael's use of colour that carved out the figures, Vasari wrote that the effect comes 
aboutt by putting the shadows where they disturb less and [giving] them a gradual transition.™1 

Raphael'ss late easel paintings executed in an oleaginous medium illustrate the aspects of earlier 
16th-centuryy rilievo. The flesh tones in Pope Leo X with cardinals Giulio de'Medid andLuigi Rossi of 1518 in 
thee Galleria degli Uffizi , Florence (Fig. 8) are characterised by strong modelling in which curvatures 
andd muscles are marked with lighter and darker shadows. The forms remain legible in the darker 
shadows,, though, and reflections also play their part. The same applies to the figures in the fresco of 
thee Fire in the borgo of 1516-17 (Fig. 9). The face of Aeneas, who is carrying Anchises, is entirely in 
shadow,, apart from a highlighted nose and cheek. Although the transition from light to dark is more 
abruptt here, the tonal difference is not so great as to produce a harsh effect. The shadowed areas are 
filledd in very subdy. It is these characteristics that contribute to the powerfully three-dimensional look 
off  the figures. Even in The liberation of St Peter (1512-13; Fig. 10), which is a nocturne with several bright, 
directedd light sources, reflections and forms remain visible in the deep shadows. These two frescoes are 
mentionedd deliberately, despite the fact that the tonality of the shadows can differ from that in 
paintingss with an oleaginous medium due to the nature of the technique. As regards the detail in the 
shadows—differentiationn and reflections in other words—the frescoes are in my view a purer source for 
discoveringg Raphael's intentions than many of the late easel paintings. In the latter, the modelling 
appearss to have altered greatly in places through the darkening of the paint or as a result of later 
interventionss (Fig. II). 106 

TheThe modelling in the lower half 
Ass in several of the frescoes, the lower half of the Transfiguration has a powerful, directed source of light 
whichh makes the muscles, wrinkles and frowning foreheads stand out in the light and mid-tones of the 
fleshh colours. In the extremely dark shadows, however, as mentioned before, it is barely possible to 
distinguishh any modelling at all. In only a few of the flesh tones, such as those of the possessed boy, are 
thee shadows lighter in tone and the reflections visible. The colour and folds are only recognisable in the 
shadedd parts of a few draperies. In general, the modelling displays an abrupt transition from the 
illuminatedd to the shaded forms. This makes the light-handling look like the 'specific light' that 
Leonardoo found unsuitable for paintings. Vasari, too, had problems with the abruptness of this 
modelling,, but attributed it to Raphael's use of lampblack. This implies that he believed that the 
modellingg originally would have had a convincing rilievo. As mentioned above, in the recent literature, 
Vasari'ss observation is supposed to illustrates nothing more than a difference in taste, or is evidence of 
Vasari'ss factual unreliability. Yet there is reason enough to take his observation seriously. Vasari shows 
inn his Vite that he was very well aware of the requirements of a strong rilievo. His discussion of this 
aspectt of painting, which is a recurrent theme in the lives of Leonardo, Giulio Romano, Fra 
Bartolommeoo and Raphael, is in complete accord with the definitions of his contemporaries.107 In his 
remarkss on rilievo he distinguishes between intentionally dark shadows in which the nuances remain 

vol.. 2, p. 122. For the significance of sfuma/it see Barasch (1978), p. 73. 

105.. Lomazzo in his Trattato tUli'arle tie hipiltura (1584; 1968), p. 237, also links the rilitiv  in Raphael's late work to gradual transitions in the 
modelling. . 

106.. See note 84. 

107.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 1, p. 18; vol. 4, pp. 26, 50, 183-86, 378; vol. 5, p. 533. 
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visible,, and shadows that have darkened since they were painted in which effects were lost.1"8 He also 
madee a distinction between paintings with these darkened shadows and works in which a painter had 
deliberatelyy made the shadows too dark, which was apparently the case in some works by Leonardo 
andd Giulio Romano.11" Since Vasari was well informed about the genesis of the Transfiguration, this is 
alsoo probably true regarding the original colouring of the painting. After all, he knew Giulio Romano 
personally,, who was a pupil of Raphael's while the latter was working on the Transfiguration. Vasari must 
havee examined the picture soon after Raphael's death, and certainly in 1530/31, when he was studying 
inn Rome. He may have noticed changes in the colouring in subsequent decades. It is very possible that 
Giulioo Romano also told him about Raphael's use of lampblack. I wil l return to Raphael's use of 
pigmentss and media and the resulting material changes below. 

Theree are two surviving descriptions of the modelling in the Transfiguration which were written 
shortlyy after the work was painted, at a time when it still retained much of its original appearance, and 
theyy confirm the accuracy of Vasari's observation.110 A few years after Raphael's death, Paolo Giovio 
(1483-1552),, Bishop of Nocera and a favourite of Leo X, gave an account of Raphael's modelling in his 
RaphaelisRaphaelis Urbinatis vita (c. 1527) which undoubtedly refers to that in the Transfiguration. 

ForFor the rest, his work, in every type of painting, never lacked the beauty that men interpret as grace, although he 
sometimessometimes paid over-due attention to bringing out the curvature of the limbs, when in his ambition he attempted to 
demonstratedemonstrate the ability of his art, which transcended nature } u 

Thee phrase over-due attention to bringing out the roundings of the limbs is a clear description of the artists' term 
ri/ievo,ri/ievo, which had obvious consequences for the rendering of the shaded passages as well. A letter of 
15444 from Polidoro Papera to a painter who had copied fragments of the Transfiguration confirms that 
shadowedd areas of the rilievo also contained distinguishable details. Papera's precise description of the 
headss painted by the copyist shows that the copies must have been made after figures in the healing 
scene.. Papera was gready impressed by the high quality of the copies, which according to him were 
barelyy distinguishable from the original. Finally, if they [the copies] had been cut out of their context and pasted 
intointo the actual painting [Raphael's] they would not have been discerned. And if they had been, they would have been 
ascribedascribed to Raphael's own hand. Papera's description of the use of colour and the modelling in the copyist's 

108.. Ibid, vol. 4, pp. 185, 378; vol. 5, pp. 529, 533. 

109.. Ibid., vol. 4, p. 26, and vol. 5, p. 529. 

110.. Other early 16,h-century writers praise the use of colour in the Transfiguration, although without specifying which particular aspects they 

admired;; see Hollanda (1538; 1939) p. 89, M. Biondo, Delia nobiUssima Pitturu, Venetia 1549; see Golzio (1936), p. 291, L. Dolce An/mo, 

Venetiaa 1557; see Roskill (1968), p. 170, L'Anonimo Magizabechiano, see Ficarra (1968), p. 133. 

111.. 1 am grateful to Prof. C L. Heesakkers of the University of Amsterdam for translating the following Latin into Dutch for me. Giovio {c. 

11 527); see Golzio (1936), p. 192: 'Cacferum in totopkturuegenere numquam ejus operi><enustasilejuit, quam graham interpretanlur; quamquam in educendis 

mcmbmrummcmbmrum torn aiiquanda nimiusjatvrit, quum tim artis supra naturam ambitiusus ostendere conantur' This characterization of the modelling must refer 
too the Transfiguration. Not only does it come immediately after a description of the scene of the painting, but it precedes a description of 
Raphael'ss style which seems to relate to the Transfiguration as well. The observation: 'Oplkts quoqucplacitv, in dimensionibus disiantiisque semper 

adamussimadamussim obsenans listts esf may allude to the different viewpoints adopted for the two scenes and to the relatively oversized figures in front of 
thee mountain. The remark: '...lerum in dttcendus lineis, quae wmmissuras colarum quasi margines terminarent, el in mitiganda, commiscemlaque tvidinrum 

pigmentorumpigmentorum austentac jucundissimus artifix ante alia idpreastanter tvntendit quod unum in Bonarola tle/ueraf, set Let utpicturis erudite delinealis etiam riorum 

okaoka commistorum lucuius ail imiolabiiis ornatus aecederet appears to be a reference to the conditions under which Raphael painted the Transfiguration, 

inn competition with Michelangelo's protege Sebastiano del Piombo. Weil-Garris Posner (1974), pp. 11-15, has argued convincingly that 
Raphaell  was trying to demonstrate the superiority of his work in oils in this indirect contest with Michelangelo. 
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workk accordingly provides valuable insights into those aspects of Raphael's painting. 

NotNot to mention the cheeks, the ears, the chins which are painted either round, a little protuberant or slightly hollow... Not 

toto mention the flesh tones, be they white, red, pale or brown with soft and deep shadows, with the moist [faces, skins] 

unitedunited by soft and clear lights such that each [of the faces] appears rounded and is marked with muscles, small defects 

andand veins, allowing the softness and fineness of the skins to be seen, which truly appear to be flesh, and not painted}11 

Heree Papera mentions characteristics of a handling of light, which typifies Raphael's late period. His 
descriptionn of die modelling as the rounded, protuberant or hollow appearance of cheeks, chins and 
earss stresses the strong suggestion of three-dimensionality of the forms depicted, and we are told that 
thiss powerful suggestion of volume was achieved by means of a strong tonal contrast, varying from 
clearr lights to deep shadows. There is no question, though, of the harsh specific light. In fact, Papera 
actuallyy emphasises the gradual change in tonality. Clear lights were connected with soft lights which 
mergedd into soft shadows which finally ended in saturated shadows. These gradations of light and dark 
weree such that each [of the faces] appears rounded and is marked. The result of all this was a deceptively 
lifelik ee impression. This characterisation indicates that in the early 16,h century the transitions between 
thee lights and the shadows were not sharp as they are at present. The faces were clearly defined, 
whereass now parts of them have disappeared in deep shadows. 

III .. Preliminar y studies and ló^-century copies 

Vann de Wetering recently demonstrated how one can gain an insight into the original tonal relations in 
paintingss by Rembrandt through the medium of drawn copies made in his studio.113 The surviving 
preliminaryy studies for and early copies of the Transfiguration likewise give an idea of Raphael's 
intentionss as regards the detail in the shaded areas of the healing scene. When comparing the shadows 
inn the preliminary studies and copies with diose in the painting it is important to work from a relatively 
cleann paint surface and 'representative' lighting. It was easier to meet the first condition, for the 
paintingg was restored 20 years ago, than the second. We still know litde about the extent to which early 
16th-centuryy painters took account of the light intensity of the proposed locations of their pictures.114 

Myy inspections of the Transfiguration were carried out under two different kinds of lighting. The most 
'representative'' was probably after the gallery was restored but before it was opened to the public. The 
paintingg was some way away from the wall, and was accordingly entirely lit by the light from a skylight. 

112.. Papera (1544); see Golzio (1936), pp. 289-90: 'So bene con qunala ivadid ritraeste k teste del quadra delta Trasjigum^ione di Crista e del miracolo 

delt'indemoniatodelt'indemoniato di cttslui; mapotreiefar delle mstre, se ri escniterelc, forse di non minor Aide delle sue. Voi imitaste si bene gli otukggianti, e scarmigluiti cupegli e 

tleglitlegli uomini, e de/Je dunne, e il  crespo, il  piano, e 't &\do delle fronli, Ie dnolate dglia, gti occhi riiulti,  e aperti dello spiritato jandullo, e del padre, die della medesima 

speciespecie pareu esser compreso: i basst, e me^i aperti degli altri:  ilprufilato, ammaccato, e l'aquilino dei nasi: Ie hoedje, e i labbri, dx, erin l'esser un poert piü injuon il 

sof/anosof/ano del soprano, mostrarano maraiiglia, e stupore. E primieramente quella di colui, dx peresserpiü indietm di tutti, attm dx 'I capo non si ttdeva, epiüpiawlu, 

secomiosecomio la pntspetltra, il  quale cbiaramente si tedera essen sollemlo sulle punte detpiedi, dx non si nedetuno,per iedere. Taain delle gote, delle oreecbie, dei menli, 

qualqual fondo, qualpinlo un poco fuori, qual con unpaco di can: delle barbe di tidno ahbagliate, e di lontano finite: delle carnagiimi, qual biandie, qual rosse, qual 

pallide,pallide, qual brune, con l'ombn duld, epnfonde, erin Ie bagnate, con i dnari dold, e fieri talmente unite, dx ciasdxduna londegyando, e quadrando, co 'muscoli, 

co'nei,co'nei, e con Ie nne, moslrando ilmorbidti, e'lmagm dellepellidei lor ivlti, dx carniferamentepartmno, e non dipinti. Finalmente se fusserv state tagliate negli 

estcriuriestcriuri conform, e incollatc nel propria quadn, non sartbbero state conosdute, e se pur conosdute, di man propria di Rafjacllt) sarebhono state giudicate.' 

113.. Wetering (1999), (2(X>1). 

114.. Gould (1981) has pointed out that the fall of light in 16,h-century frescoes and altarpieces is often not the same as that in the location for 
whichh the work was painted. 
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Todayy the painting is lit by a series of powerful, uniform spotlights, which naturally reveal considerably 
moree detail in the dark passages than was visible in daylight. 

PreliminaryPreliminary studies 

Theree are preliminary studies for the Transfiguration by Raphael and by his pupils. It is a varied group of 
drawingss comprising modelli, nude and draped studies, and studies of individual heads, all covering 
differentt stages in the production of the painting.115 The large cartoon that would have been used for 
thee Transfiguration has not survived,116 but there are six drawings in black chalk which Raphael made 
betweenn the cartoon and the finished picture, and all are of apostles' heads the same srze as the painted 
ones.1177 Charcoal dots on the drawings show that they were made by pouncing the cartoon. The 
drawingss themselves are not pricked. Fischel has convincingly argued that these drawings served as 
auxiliaryy cartoons for elaborating forms and light relations in greater detail,118 so they provide a superb 
opportunityy for getting an idea of Raphael's intentions as regards the handling of light in the lower half 
off  the Transfiguration. Although some of these auxiliary cartoons have been rubbed in places or were 
touchedd up later, the 'pristine' areas can give an insight into the modelling that Raphael wanted. This 
appliess particularly to the drawing in Oxford of the young aposde leaning forward and the old apostle 
besidee him, which is exceptionally well preserved (Fig. 12). The fall of light is from the same direction 
ass in the painting, and comes from a localised source. Several of the drawn aposdes' heads are loosely 
modelledd with grey tones that differ littl e in tonal value. Other cartoons, though, display a more 
markedd tonal contrast between the illuminated and shaded passages. Differences in the tonal values in 
thee shadows in the drawings suggest forms and curves, with the reflections playing an important role. 
Thee modelling therefore fits the descriptions of the strong and at the same time rich rilievo found in the 
textss quoted above. The shadowed parts of the hands and faces in the Oxford drawing are indicated 
withh delicate grey tones. As in the drawings of the sceptical aposde immediately to the right of the 
youngerr man leaning forward (Fig. 13), and the one in blue on the left (Fig. 14), there are reflections in 
thee shadows by the eyes, nose and forehead. The drawings also show that although there is a directed 
lightt source, the shift from light to dark is not abrupt. The lit passages are bordered by a grey mid-tone 
onn which the shadows were set down with firmer strokes in a hatching, which never extends to the 
illuminatedd area. 

Theree are important differences between the modelling of the aposdes in the drawings and in 
thee painting as it appears today. They were immediately apparent when the painting was viewed in 
naturall  light, but even with the bright lighting in the renovated gallery most of the shadows contain far 
lesss information about the modelling than do the drawings. The shaded sides of the faces of die 
scepticall  apostle and the one clad in yellowish green who is pointing at the boy vanish abruptly into the 
darkk background (Fig. 15), whereas the borders of these areas are clearly demarcated in the drawings. 
(Figs.. 12, 13). The drawing of the face of the old aposde with the book clearly indicates the shape of 
thee forms and the reflections in the shaded passages (Fig. 16), but in the painting these details around 

115.. Oberhuber (1962). 

116.. There is a cartoon for the lower half of the composition in the storage vaults in the Vatican Picture Gallery (property of Monsignore 
Stanislavv le Grelle), but it probably dates from the IS*  century and was made by Stefano Pozzi for the mosaic copy in St Peter's: Mancinelli, 
(1977),, p. 15. 

117.. Joannides (1983), pp. 240-42. 

11HH Fischel (1937). 
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thee ear and neck are so shadowed as to be barely visible (Fig. 17). With the lower light intensity under 
whichh the painting was viewed centuries ago, the shadows must have appeared as a completely 
impenetrablee black. However, a photograph taken under very bright light during the latest restoration 
clearlyy shows that Raphael did indeed include these details (Fig. 3) yet further evidence that the shaded 
passagess have darkened. 

16"'-century16"'-century copies 

AA number of copies after the Transfiguration which were painted in Raphael's circle can also give an idea 
off  the original handling of light. One has to treat them with caution, of course, because they too have 
aged.. The Prado has a copy in oils by Giovanni Francesco Penni, who studied with Raphael when he 
wass working on the Transfiguration (Fig. 18). Vasari states that this copy was made shortly after 
Raphael'ss death in order to be sent to France in place of the original.119 Penni made several striking 
changes.. The draperies of the kneeling woman and the seated aposde on the left are pink, not blue, and 
thee background trees are missing. However, he followed Raphael faithfully for the modelling in the 
draperiess and the flesh tones, and the curves and the folds match right down to the details. The copy 
cann thus contain clues to Raphael's intentions as regards the handling of the shadows. Almost all the 
shadedd passages in Penni's painting are not as dark as in the original, and the contrast between them 
andd the illuminated areas is not as striking.120 What is remarkable is the difference in tonality in the 
shadedd parts of the draperies of Moses and Elijah, which indicates that shaded passages in the upper 
halff  of the painting have also darkened considerably (Figs 19, 20). The mountain behind the figures in 
thee healing scene is also much lighter. As a result, the upper torso and back of the head of the apostle 
inn yellowish green pointing at the possessed youth can clearly be distinguished from their surroundings 
inn Penni's copy, whereas they merge with the background in the Raphael. The same applies to the two 
aposdess in blue on the left (Figs 21, 22), and the elderly, sceptical aposde in the centre (Figs 23, 15). 
Thee transitions in the modelling of the faces are made more gradual in Penni's work, as in the faces of 
thee young aposde leaning forward and the old one seated on the left, where there are clearly visible 
formss in the shadows (Fig. 23). 

Anotherr very faithful 16th-century copy, which is labelled 'school of Giulio Romano,' is in the 
Trasfigura2ionee church in the Monteverde district of Rome.t21 It raises the suspicion that in addition to 
darkening,, the Transfiguration has aged in other ways which contribute to the effect of what some 
writerss call the theatrical lighting. The illuminated passages in the pinkish red drapery of Raphael's 
beardedd apostle pointing up at the mountain are very light indeed, making them stand out sharply 
againstt the shaded passages in his attire. These illuminated areas in the copy have a more saturated red 

119.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, pp. 333-34. The history of the copy is described in Passavant (1839-58), vol. 2, pp. 296-97. 

120.. This effect is, of course, partly due to the yellowed varnish on Penni's painting. However, the difference in modelling between the copy 
andd the original is so great that it cannot be due solely to the varnish. This is also apparent from the fact that more details can be seen in 
Penni'ss shaded areas, even beneath the varnish. 

121.. The painting was formerly in the Chiesa San Rocco in Rome. The dirty and darkened varnish on the copy complicates comparison with 
thee original, as does the fact that it hangs in a dark church. Some of the colours are also very different. The cloak of the seated apostle in the 
middlee of the group is grey in the copy instead of orange, and Raphael's blue passages are almost black. These discolorations seem to have 
beenn caused by the use of cheap, unstable materials. Given the type of discoloration it would appear that the artist painted the orange with 
redd lead and the blue with smalt. In the white, beige and gray parts of the garments, which were almost certainly painted with the stable lead-
whitee and earth pigments, the modelling corresponds to that in Raphael's painting. It can be deduced from this that the copyist faithfully 
followedd the modelling of the original. 
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hue.1222 Examination during the recent conservation revealed that Raphael painted these pink passages 
withh a light-sensitive red lake which has partly faded. The colour was darker and more saturated in an 
areaa where the paint had been covered by accumulated dirt than in areas which had remained exposed 
too the light.123 From investigation of organic red pigments it appears that the addition of lead-white 
exacerbatess fading.124 As a result, Raphael's illuminated passages have faded more than the mid-tones 
andd the shadowed areas, heightening the contrast between light and shade.125 It is conceivable that 
similarr discoloration has occurred in other areas painted with red lake, such as the present white lights 
inn the pink drapery of the kneeling woman. The fact mat the light tones in the copy appear to be better 
preservedd could be due to the use of a different, more lightfast red pigment, or to less exposure to 
light. . 

Thee many 16th-century drawings and prints made outside Raphael's studio can only be used as a 
sourcee for the tonality in Raphael's picture with the utmost caution. For one thing, the copyist may 
havee had different ideas about chiaroscuro man Raphael. In reproductive printmaking, moreover, 
formss that have very litde emphasis in the painting are generally reproduced more explicidy due to the 
veryy nature of the graphic technique. The various drawings and prints, only two of which will be 
mentionedd here, nevertheless confirm the impression conveyed by the auxiliary cartoons and Penni's 
copy.. A drawing by an anonymous artist after a study by Raphael's pupil Perino del Vaga (1501-47) has 
aa lighter modelling in which the shadowed forms are clearly defined (Fig. 24). The figures also stand 
outt from a far less dark background. The same can be seen in an engraving by Cornelis Cort (1533-78; 
Fig.. 25). Although the engraving, which is dated 1573, was made when Raphael's painting had already 
startedd darkening locally, the modelling is closer to that in Penni's copy than to the original. Another 
notablee feature is that the foreground landscape is light in tone, which might indicate that the 
darkeningg took place relatively slowly, and that Cort and Vasari saw the painting when it was lighter 
thann it is now. 

IV .. Light as a means of expression 

DivineDivine and earthly lights 
Thee evangelists describe how Christ's face first began to shine like the sun during his Transfiguration 
andd how his robes became as white as light before a bright cloud cast a shadow on the group on 
Mountt Tabor. The divine light radiating from Christ has an important spiritual meaning in the 
ecclesiasticall  literature. St Peter, in his second episde (2 Peter 1:16-19), regards the Transfiguration as a 
symboll  of the hope for Chnst's return and a prefiguration of the spiritual purification and healing in 
thee hearts of the faithful: a light that shineth in a dark place, until the day dawn, and the day star arise in your 
hearts.™hearts.™ It is logical to assume that Raphael took the Bible text as his basis and intended to depict the 

122.. The differences are so marked that they cannot be explained solely by the aged varnish on the copy, 

123.. Brandi (1975), and Brandi (n.d.). 

124.. Saunders 6c Kirby (1994), pp. 79-97. 

125.. The white lights in the pinkish red cloak, which are very different from the coloured, light passages in other draperies, are therefore not 
duee to inconsistencies in Raphael's modelling, as stated in Bell (1995), p. 144. 

126.. Various religious works which discuss the spiritual significance of light in connection with the Transfiguration are discussed in Weil-
Garriss Posner (1974), pp. 43-47. 
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intensee brightness of Christ's divine light as a radiant cloud.127 The forms illuminated by it are executed 
inn light, bright tints with smooth transitions in the modelling. Even the shaded forms in this area 
bathedd with the divine light are pale, but the forms facing away from the light, such as the shadowed 
draperiess of Moses, Elijah and the disciples, are in darker colours which, as the comparison with the 
Pennii  copy (Figs 18, 19) shows, may have also darkened. 

Inn addition to this divine radiance there is an earthly light entering from the left that illuminates 
thee figures at the foot of Mount Tabor. Modern authors have suggested on the basis of the dark 
shadowss in the lower scene that the painting should be regarded as a night scene with a restricted and 
directedd source of light. The half-light on the horizon-a reference to the dawn mentioned by St Peter-
iss cited as further evidence for this.128 However, as will be clear by now, the nocturnal features of deep 
shadowss and of figures swallowed up by a dark background are in fact due to ageing. In addition, 
Stumpell  has demonstrated that the formal organisation of 16th-century paintings was based on an 
assemblagee of discrete entities.12'-1 There was a division between the figures [figure) and the space around 
themm (campd). The latter part of the picture surface, which was regarded more or less as ornamentation, 
couldd be a uniform gold or a background with figurative elements like a landscape or architecture. A 
thirdd element was the piano, the plane on which the figures' feet rested. Artists like Raphael composed 
theirr paintings from these isolated elements. Stumpel showed that one of the consequences of this 
approachh was that the detailing of the campo, with the laws of perspective that applied there, generally 
hadd no connection with the figure and their piano. This means that in paintings from the period, the 
atmosphericc conditions depicted in a landscape in the campo had no repercussions on the handling of 
lightt for the. figure and their piano.™ The light coming from the left in the Transfiguration may have had 
somethingg to do with its planned installation in one of the side chapels of the Cathedral of Saint-Just et 
Saint-Pasteurr in Nar bonne. We do not know for certain which chapel had been selected, but it may 
havee been the one opposite St Michael's chapel, the location of Sebastiano del Piombo's Raising of 
Lazarus,Lazarus, in which the light enters from the right.131 

FunctionFunction of light in early 16"J-century painting 

Wee have seen that modern authors assume that Raphael used contrasting lighting for the upper and 
lowerr halves of the painting in order to express the thematic contrast in the painting.132 The problem is 
thatt this expressionistically tinged interpretation is based on assumptions about the original treatment 
off  colour which we now know to be false. Moreover, the arguments with which it is buttressed are 

127.. Medieval and Renaissance writings on the divine light make a point of mentioning the pain caused by beholding the intense radiance. In 
thee upper half of his painting, Raphael makes the perception of the divine light depend on the status of the figures. Elijah and Moses, who 
hadd been turned into heavenly souls, can stare at the light without even blinking, but the disciples show the effects of the pain of mortals, 
whoo are unable to withstand the glare: Kemp (1996). 

128.. Weil-Gams Posner (1974), pp. 43-47; Caron (1985), p. 486. 

129.. Stumpel (1988). 

130.. As can be seen in Titian's Sacnd and profane love (1514). Borghese Gallery, Rome, where the campo is also in twilight. 

131.. On the installation of these altarpieces in Narbonne Cathedral: Gardner von Teuffel (1987). See also Gould (1981). 

132.. Here it is assumed that Raphael had already used different colour styles in earlier paintings. For instance, Hall and Caron state that the 
medievall  miracle in the Mass of Balsemt in the Stanza del Eliodoro is depicted in the ttnione mode, while the members of the Swiss Guard and 
thee portraits of the papal courtiers are in the dnamuum mode: Hall (1992), pp. 92-115, 131-36, esp. p. 132, and Caron (1985), p. 484. I, 
however,, do not believe that there is any dichotomy in the conception of light and colour. 
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anachronistic. . 
Inn the first place there is the idea that has evolved since the 18th century that the contrasting 

handlingg of light corresponds to two scenes with contrasting content. In the 16th century, though, the 
handlingg of light was not experienced in that way. Vasari explicitly described the subject of Raphael's 
lastt painting as a single event. The scene shorn Christ transfigured on Mount Tabor, with the eleven disciples waiting 
forfor him below. There is a young man, possessed by a devil, who has been brought so that Christ may heal him after he has 
comecome down from the mountain  ̂ Cornelis Cort's engraving of 1573 (Fig. 25) demonstrates which aspects of 
thee treatment of light were considered characteristic of Raphael's painting in the 16th century. The 
figuress are modelled as individual, isolated forms, each with the clear, rounded contours that indicate a 
strongg rilievo. The bright, divine light emanating from Christ shines on the figures on top of the 
mountain.. However, the tonality of the modelling of the figures outside this area is the same as that of 
thee figures at the foot of the mountain. There is no question of any dichotomy in the handling of light, 
whichh would correspond with two separate scenes. The famous engraving of 1699 by Nicolas Dorigny 
(1658-1746)) testifies to a very different conception (Fig. 26). Dorigny grouped the light and shadow in 
thee lower zone into larger masses so diat certain figures are spotlit while others and parts of the 
landscapee are made darker. The most remarkable alteration compared to Cort's print is that Dorigny 
introducedd a marked difference in the handling of light in the upper and lower zones. The intense 
divinee light now illuminates the entire upper half, so that the shadowed forms, which in Cort's print, 
aree as dark as the shadows below, have become very light. The light tones and the smooth modelling 
contrastt with the dark shadows and harsh, abrupt transitions in tiSe lower zone. The outcome is two 
differentt ways of handling light, which correspond to the two actions as described by Richardson a few 
yearss later. 

Thee second premise in the modern literature on Raphael's painting is that light and colour were 
beingg used to express the mood of the action even at this early date. It was widely accepted in the 
Italiann Renaissance that expressive force was one of the most important aspects of a work of art.134 An 
artistt was expected to depict the mood of his figures or the nature of the action in order to 
communicatee it to the viewer. It was assumed that die representation of emotions could be inferred 
fromm the way the human figure was depicted. Theoretical treatises of the period repeatedly state that 
thee facial expression, pose and gestures enable the viewer to participate in the figure's movimenti d'animo, 
andd through that in the meaning of the scene. In the early 16th century, however, colour, light and 
shadoww were not yet being employed for that purpose. 

Light,, of course, did have a symbolic connotation. There is a tradition going back to classical 
timestimes of cosmological, astrological and theological writings in which light is accorded diverse 
metaphysicall  meanings.135 The divine light of Christ's Transfiguration was a well-known symbol of 
hopee and salvation in religious texts, and this would have been the sense in which Raphael used it. 16th-
centuryy descriptions of his painting demonstrate that the radiant brightness of the divine light was 
regardedd as an independent element, and quite distinct from the earthly light. Vasari discussed the 
effectt of this divine radiance, writing that Christ was depicted in the luminous air and that Moses and 
Elijahh were bathed in light and... reflect his radiance. The disciples on the mountain cover their eyes to protect 

133.. Vasan (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 371: 'nulla quale s/oria figure Crista trasfigurata tulmonte Tabor, c apiè (li  qucllo gii undid discepoli 

diedie la aspettano, doit si ittk comktto ungomncito spiritaio, aaiii cbc Crislu scesu delmonte lo libtri.'  Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 1, p. 314. 

134.. Barasch (1967), pp. 33-69. 

135.. Barasch (1978), pp. 145-46. 
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themthem from the rays and the intense light of Christ's splendour.™ 16th-century descriptions of the Transfiguration 
show,, however, that people considered that it was only the human body that expressed the mood of 
thee scene. All the authors stress the exceptionally lifelike representation of the gestures, facial 
expressionss and the skin textures, of the figures, which mirror their state of mind. This is typified by 
Paoloo Giovio's description: in it one sees with admiration a boy tormented by an evil spirit, whose rolling andglassily 
staringstaring eyes betray the condition of an agonised mindP1 Vasari's description of the scene ties in with this. He 
aboutt the possessed boy: his suffering is revealed in his flesh, his veins, and the beat of his pulse, which are all 
infectedinfected by the evil spirit.™ 

Thee impression from the above texts that it was only the human figure that was seen as the 
vehiclee for conveying the mood of an action is confirmed by the two main 16th-century theoretical 
workss on light and colour, by Leonardo da Vinci and Lomazzo.1M Of the different types of light that 
Leonardoo describes it is the lume partkolare that corresponds to the lighting of the healing scene, to the 
extentt that there is a powerful, directed source of light. Nowadays we experience light of this kind as 
theatricall  and dramatic, possibly because the strong tonal contrast in the modelling conjures up an 
associationn with an actor pinned in the spotlights. It is doubtful, though, whether the 16th-century 
viewerr saw any such association. Leonardo accorded no special significance to this or any other kind of 
light.1400 That light and colour were not employed to express the mood of an action is also apparent 
fromm Leonardo's instructions for portraying dramatic events. When he speaks about painting a battle 
scenee he goes into detail about how the painter must illustrate the states of mind of the fighting men by 
varyingg the facial expressions, skin colour and poses. However, the sole object of Leonardo's directions 
onn the handling of light was to depict the figures and the circumstances of the battle as true to life as 
possible.141 1 

Baraschh (1978) has pointed out that although there were numerous writings on the symbolism of 
colourr in the Italian Renaissance, the art theory of the day did not attribute a suggestive power to 

136.. Vasari (1568); see Miianesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 372: 'Anegnadx chi i-uol conoscen e mostrare inpittum Crislo trusjigurato alk ditinitd, k tytardi in 
questaquesta opera, ntUa quak egli la feet sopra quest» monk, diminuito in un' aria lucida con Mosè ed Elia, dx alluminati ila una clmnt^a di splendore si/anno tiii  nel 
lumelume sua. Sono in terraprvstrati Pietm, Iacopo e Giovanni in mrie e belle atti/udini: tin ha atterra il  capo, e chi con jan umbra agl'occhi con le mani si difenik dm 
raggiraggi e Mia immensa luce delta spltndon di Crista.' Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 1, p. 315. Lomazzo (1584; 1968), p. 219, praised Raphael's 
paintingg as an example of how to depict divine light 

137.. Giovio (c. 1527); see Golzio (1936), p. 192: 'Sedan ei plurimum faiit in eajabula, quam Clemens Pontijex in Janiculo adaram Petri Montorii 
dedicatit,dedicatit, inea enim cum admiratione tisiturpuer a Cacademonc rexatus, qui rewlutis, et rigentibus oculis, commotae mentis /jobilum rejert.' Papera spoke of the 
youthh in a similar fashion, and emphasised how the superbly characterised facial expressions of the other figures reflected their mood of 
wonderr and amazement; see note 113. 

138.. Vasari (1568); see Miianesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 371:''...ilqualegiotanetto,.. mostra ilsuopattre tlentro nella came, nelle itne e ne'polu contaminati 

dalladalla malignita dello spirito.' Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 1, p. 314. Vasari describes the old man holding the youth as follows, pp. 371-72: 
'Questa'Questa figura sostiene un itccbia, die ahhracciatola e pre so animo, jatto gH occlji londi con la luce in me^o, mostra con lo altare le dglia ed inenspar la jrvnte, in un 

tempotempo metksimo ejor^a epaura:pure mirandu gli Apostulifiso, pan dje, sperando in lorn faccia animo a se stesso.' 

139.. As Shearman (1962), p. 13, has pointed out: 'Leonard» did not elaborate a tlxory of colour apart from Ins tlxory of Hgbt; wl/ere eter be treats oj light be 
ahoaho treats of colour.' 

1140.40. Here I differ with Barasch(l 987). On pp. 60-61 he assumes that the lumeparluolare 'aho Ixxs an expnssiit djaracter.... Dramatic effects of 

illuminationillumination an especially nlated to 'spedfic light 'probably because it products fix most riiid  contrasts between bright and dark,' Barasch is here working from 
thee fact that Leonardo recommended spedfk light for a scene with a blaze at night in which the figures near the fire will  all be illuminated by the 

ruddyruddy light against a dark background. However, the purpose of this lumepariicolart is solely to depict the effects of the nocturnal source of light as 
realisticallyy as possible. There is no question at all of Leonardo according the light a dramatic dimension. 

141.. Leonardo (1492), and (c. 1510-16); see Richter (1883; 1970), vol. 1, nos. 601-02, and 603, respectively. Leonardo wrote that in a melee of 
fightingg soldiers, the clouds of dust and smoke left only a slight tonal contrast between the illuminated and shadowed passages. 
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colourr in a painting.142 It is only in Lomazzo's Trattato dell'arte de lapittura (1584) that one finds colour in 
paintingss being explicitly described as a means of evoking certain emotions in die viewer.143 However, 
onee does not find similar pronouncements in Lomazzo's chapter on the representation of light and 
shadoww in a painting. He does attribute various symbolic meanings to light, which echo Neoplatonic 
ideass about its metaphysical significance. Nowhere, though, is it suggested that the treatment of light in 
aa painting can be used to give expression to a figure's state of mind or die tenor of a scene.144 It lies 
outsidee the scope of this article to discover when the handling of light in a picture did acquire this 
function,, but it was probably in die course of die 17th century. The earliest writings known to me which 
explicidyy indicate how the treatment of light expresses the mood of a scene date from around 1670, 
andd are part of die dieory derived from music about the use of the modes within painting at the 
Académiee Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture.145 

V.. Possible causes of the darkening 

Vasari Vasari 
Vasarii  believed that the darkening of the Transfiguration was due to the use of 'printers' black,' or 
lampblack.14**  Lampblack, which consists mainly of soot (carbon), is the product of the imperfect 
combustionn of oil, tar, pitch or resin. It is a very fine, rather fatty, deep black pigment, which was used 
inn book printing.147 Vasari had also noticed darkening in the shaded passages of easel paintings by other 
artists.. He had the following remarks to make about Fra Bartolommeo's Mystic marriage of St Catherine 
(thee Pala Pitti (Fig. 5): 

A.ndA.nd he was truly very successful in imitating the paintings of Leonardo in his colouring, especially in the shadows, for 

whichwhich he made use of lampblack and the black of burnt ivory. This panel has now become much darker than when he 

paintedpainted it, because of these blacks, which have grown murkier and deeper}^" 

Thee Holy Family altarpiece which Giulio Romano had painted around 1524 for a chapel in Santa Maria 

142.. Barasch (1978), p. 166. 

143.. According Lomazzo (1584; 1568), p. 201: 'Pcrdje tutti i colon IJUKHO una carta quahta dmersa fra di lorn, causano ilinrsi effctti, a chiunquegliguarda.' 
Hee continues describing the different emotions the various colours would evoke in het viewer. 

144.. Ibid., pp. 211-44. Barasch (197K), p. 142, says that the painters whom Lomazzo lists as models for the depiction of light suggest that he 
wass aware of an expressive function of light, despite the fact that Lomazzo says nothing on the subject in his theoretical passages. Barasch 
citess Lomazzo's description of Correggio's Natinty in support of his argument. Lomazzo, however, mentions this work as an example of 
divine,, not earthly light, which has a symbolic function in the painting and no expressive dimension at all. 

145.. For example, A. Félibien, Conférences dc tacademie royale dcpeinture et de sculpture pendant Fannée )(>C>7, Paris 1669, describes how Poussin 
adaptedd the treatment of colour and iight in his paintings to the mood of the subject. Montagu (1992), pp. 233-48. 

146.. Vasan (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 378. 

147.. Winter (1983), pp. 49-66; KJttel (I960), pp. 370-89; Wehlte (2000), pp. 199-201; Sajnman (1998). 

148.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 185: 'E neliem si tatse assai d'immitart in questo wbrito le cose diLionank, e massime negli scuri, 
dotedote adtiprii fumo da sfampafon e neru di air/rio abruciato. È oggi quota tamla da'detti neri motto riscumta piit clx quandi fojecc, die semprt sona dmnlati piit tinti 
ee scuri.' Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 2, p. 122. 
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delTAnimaa in Rome elicited the view that: 

ifif  this picture, too, had not been so heavily tinged with black, making it very dark, it would have been much better, hut 
thethe blackness has caused the loss or ruin of the greater part of the work put into it; and this is because black, even if 
varnished,varnished, ruins what is good, as it always has an arid effect, whether it is charcoal, ivory-black, smoke-black or burnt 
paper.paper.u<) u<) 

Soo in Fra Bartolommeo's painting it was ivory-black as well as lampblack that was apparendy 
responsiblee for the darkening, and in Giulio Romano's case Vasari even warned that any black pigment 
couldd spoil a painting. Microscopic examination of paint cross-sections taken from the Transfiguration 
duringg restoration in the 1970s revealed that Raphael had used black pigments in the shaded passages, 
possiblyy vine-black.15" Lampblack was not encountered, possibly because this extremely fine pigment 
onlyy shows up under very high magnification. Unfortunately, at the time the present study was carried 
out,, it was not possible to re-examine and analyse the old cross-sections, nor could any new samples be 
taken.1511 Giulio Romano's painting has not been subjected to scientific examination. It has a layer of 
varnish,, which is so dirty and darkened as to make the scene almost illegible. A recent examination of 
Fraa Bartolommeo's painting revealed the presence of only a carbon black pigment in the shaded 
passages,, probably vine-black. Although the use of lampblack and ivory-black could not be ruled out, 
Fraa Bartolommeo in any event did not give preference to those pigments.152 It would also have been 
difficul tt for Vasari to have known the details about Fra Bartolommeo's use of pigment, for the artist 
hadd died back in 1517. He was probably better informed about Giulio Romano's working method, for 
hee knew him personally. It seems that it was Romano who told Vasari about Raphael's use of black 
pigments.. The presence of lampblack was recently demonstrated in the frescoes painted by Raphael 
andd his studio in the Loggia di Psiche (1519) in the Vill a Farnesina in Rome.153 As already noted, the 
questionn of whether Raphael also employed lampblack in his last painting must remain open. It should 
bee borne in mind, though, that even if he did that does not mean that this pigment was responsible for 
thee darkening. Lampblack is one of the most stable pigments; it is only if the soot has not been 
properlyy purified that fatty constituents remain which can cause discoloration.154 It has regularly been 
foundd in the shaded passages of paintings which have not darkened at all.155 Vasari was of course 

149.. Vasari (1568); sec Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 5, p. 533: 'E se anco questa lamia mmjus.se statu Ian!» tinla di nero, 't mie è dinntata scurissima, aria 

sarebbesarebbe stala moito miglion. Ma questo nero ja pertkrt o smarrirc la maggior parte de/Ie jaticbe dx ii  sono denim, candasia che il nero, anaira die sia ïvrnicaln, ja 

penlerepenlere il  bttano, annth in se'tempre dttl'alida, o sia airbone o mnrio abbrudato o nen dijumoo carta arsa.' Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 2, p. 215-16. 

150.. Mancinelli (1990), pp. 152-53; Brandi (1975); Brandi (n.d.). 

151.. At the time the present research was earned out, it was not known where the samples were stored. Prof. A. Nesselrath, Dirizione 
Generalee Musei Vaticani, was prepared to allow the painting to be examined with non-destructive techniques, among them X-ray 
fluorescence,fluorescence, but that cannot determine the presence of lampblack. Only very recently the samples have been retrieved. Unfortunately, there 
wass not enough time to examine these samples before finishing this Ph.D. thesis. Analysis of the cross-sections will be carried out in the 
summerr of 2002. The results of this research will be incorporated in the published version of this thesis. 

152.. Buzzegoli elal (1996), p. 309. 

153.. Bassotti elal. (2000), pp. 69-74. 

154.. See chapter II , section II , Mettmdt Jar impruting pigments in order to counter discoloration. 

155.. Noble & Wadum (1998), p. 69.1 am grateful to Marika Spring for showing me several examples of well-preserved paint areas that 
containn lampblack in the collection of the National Gallery, London. 
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guessingg why the paint had darkened. Even today it has not been explained why certain passages in oil 
paintingss darken with age. Vasari had merely noticed that shadowed areas had darkened in paintings 
withh a strong riiievo, and because he knew that black pigments had been used in the shadows of this 
kindd of modelling, it is understandable that he assumed that they had caused the darkening.156 

Althoughh Vasari did not know precisely which black pigments Fra Bartolommeo had used, that 
doess not necessarily mean that his observation about the darkening was incorrect.157 Seen under the 
museum-stylee lighting of the Palazzo Pitti, the modelling of the altarpiece, which has recendy been 
cleaned,, is marked by extremely dark, almost black shadows and abrupt transitions from illuminated to 
shadedd forms. Many of the shadowed areas, such as those of the putto on the left holding up the 
baldachinn and of the musician angel on the steps, can barely be made out from the dark background. 
Ass a result, the illuminated passages loom up like 'islands', detracting from the rilievo effect that the 
artistt was looking for. Modern authors assume that the present chiaroscuro in the Pa/a Pitti 
correspondss to Fra Bartolommeo's intentions.158 The extent to which the modelling visible today 
departss from those aims is made clear by a comparison with the unfinished Pa/a del/a Signoria of 1512 
(Fig.. 7).15'J This monochrome underpainting in ink for a scene comparable to that of the Pa/a Pitti 
showss that at this stage of his career Fra Bartolommeo prepared the modelling of the figures with 
smoothh transitions between the illuminated forms and the shadows. The forms are clearly defined, and 
reflectionss can be made out in the shadows. It is inconceivable that the painter would have indicated 
thesee gradations in the underpainting only to cover them up in the finished work. Scientific 
examinationn has demonstrated that the Frate modelled the shaded passages in the Pa/a Pitti on a 
comparablee monochrome underpainting with delicate, transparent, dark layers of paint rich with 
bindingg medium, so that the underpaint contributes to the finished effect.160 Under bright lighting it 
cann be seen that the details in the shadows are still present, but under normal conditions they are barely 
visible. . 

ExaminationExamination of the paint surface 
Thee yellowing of the oil medium plays an important part in the process whereby certain passages in oil 
paintingss appear darker after the passage of time.161 The effect is worst with paints made from 
pigmentss which absorb a great deal of oil, such as blacks, azunte, umber, red lake and most of the earth 
pigments.. The yellowing of the oil medium takes place mainly in the dark. Siccatives can be added to 
acceleratee the oxidative drying of oil paint. Siccatives can also be added to the paint itself. In either 

156.. Vasan was not the only one to have this opinion of lampblack. 17*-century treatises on oil painting show that many painters also 
believedd that this pigment discolored the paint with age; see note 158. 

157.. Padovani (1996)2, p. 97, and Conti (1988), p. 39, believe that it is. 

158.. Padovani (1996)2, p. 97, feels that the effect of dark monochrome shadows disappears when aged varnish is removed. I find this difficult 
too reconcile with my own observations. 

159.. The underpainting has not been readied to the same degree everywhere: Buzzegoli tl al. (1996), pp. 300-01. 

160.. Ibui, p. 303. 

161.. See chapter II , section I, Tin oil binding medium's lendtmy to turn yelk»: Since the introduction of alkyd and acrylic paints, the paint industry 
hass done littl e research into the causes of the darkening of oil paintings. The darkening phenomenon in 19*  century easel paintings and its 
underlyingg processes is currently investigated in the framework of the VJ"'-Cenluty Pm/cclM the Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage 
(ICN),, Amsterdam. 
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case,, sometimes a too high a proportion of siccatives increases the darkening of the paint.162 Another 
causee of areas appearing darker is an increase in the refractive index of the medium during drying and 
ageing.. As a result of this process, layers of oil paint can become more transparent, making them 
absorbb more light and take on a darker appearance. Underlying layers of dark paint can also become 
moree visible.163 

Ann extensive scientific examination of the Transfiguration could yield information on the extent to 
whichh the above processes have taken place in the dark passages. I was only able to study the paint 
surfacee and use the data obtained from the study done in the 1970s.164 Oil was identified as the main 
mediumm used. Raphael generally employed pigments for the shaded areas of the painting which require 
aa great deal of oil to turn them into paint, such as umber, ochre's and other earth pigments, black 
pigments,, azurite and red lake. The high proportion of medium would accordingly have made the 
shadowedd passages susceptible to darkening. Because Raphael underpainted the shadows with dark 
paint,, these areas would also have taken on a darker appearance due to the increased transparency of 
thee paint.165 The dark church of San Pietro in Montorio, where the Transfiguration was installed shordy 
afterr Raphael's death and where it stayed for almost diree centuries, would definitely have exacerbated 
thee darkening of the oil. We also know from the testimony of Baron Boucher-Desnoyer cited above 
thatt the light intensity in the Louvre and the Vatican was also far from ideal. 

Anotherr phenomenon is encountered in the dark passages of the painting, which suggests that 
thee paint in those areas may have been particularly prone to darkening. The paint surface in large parts 
off  the shadowed passages has contracted into islets in a way typical of cracks which occur when paint 
contractss as it dries.166 Most of these cracks are visible in the shadows of the figures in the lower zone. 
Theree are conspicuous cracks, some several millimetres wide, in the dark passages of the azurite blue 
robess of the kneeling woman and the old apostle with the book on the left (Fig. 27, 3). Premature 
crackss or drying cracks in such areas are a well-known phenomenon in ló^-century paintings. In the 
Transfiguration,Transfiguration, though, many other colours have severe drying cracks. For example, the shadows in the 
ochre-yelloww cloak of the old aposde with the book (Fig. 3). The shadows in the many of the flesh 
toness have premature cracks, such as the face of the apostle in blue at the extreme left (Fig. 22). In the 
Transfigurationn scene itself there are drying cracks in parts of the darkened landscape and in the 
extremelyy dark passages of Elijah's grey cloak and John's blue tunic. 

Dryingg cracks can be due to various causes. Painting with a quick-drying paint over layers, which 
havee not dried out properly, is one, or the use of pigments, which slow down or even inhibit the drying 
process.. An excessive use of siccatives can also cause premature cracking.167 Most of the cracks in the 

162.. Nicolaus (1999), pp. 163; personal communication, Dr L. Carlyle, Canadian Conservation Institute, Ottawa. 

163.. Nicolaus (1999), pp. 162-63. See also chapter II , section IV. 

164.. Particularly valuable observations were made by L. Brandi, who examined the painted surface during the latest restoration campaign: 
Brandii  (1975); Brandi (n.d). 

165.. There is no dark underpaint in the light passages, and the paint almost always contains lead-white, a pigment which requires very littl e 
mediumm for mixing into paint, so there is far less darkening in these areas. Lead-white paints can, though, yellow badly in the dark. 

166.. On the formation of drying cracks: Nicolaus (1999), p. 165-74, Eibner (1920). That the cracks are duee to the paint drying and not to later 
interventions,, such as treatment with copaiva balsam (which was customary in the latter half of the 19*  century, mainly in German museums) 
iss confirmed by mention of the cracks in a report from 1797 on the physical condition of the Transfiguration:. Emile-Male (1962), pp. 225-29. 

167.. Nicolaus (1999); Eibner (1920). 
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TransfigurationTransfiguration are in areas where the paint was applied thickly, whereas the thin areas have generally 
beenn spared. Since the cracks are mostly in the dark passages, it seems that the drying problem is 
associatedd with the composition of diese paints.168 Most of the dark passages in Fra Bartolommeo's 
PalaPala Pitti also display serious premature craquelure, which is far less prevalent in the light passages. 
Heree too, then, cracking appears to be connected with the composition of the dark paints and the 
sequencee of the paint-layering.W) 

I tt is striking that the two paintings in which Vasan detected darkened shadows also have severe 
shrinkagee cracks in those areas. These cracks, which presumably occurred soon after the paintings were 
completed,, suggest that adverse physical changes had taken place within a few decades. However, 
Vasarii  speaks of darkening, not craquelure, yet both phenomena can be associated. First, the painted 
modellingg is less legible in the areas, which have been badly affected by cracks, giving them a uniformly 
undifferentiatedd appearance. In addition, it has been observed about 16th-century paintings (but above 
alll  about 19th-century ones) that it is the severely darkened passages mat display premature cracking 
(Fig.. 28).17" Both phenomena seem to be associated in these cases, and to have been caused by the 
samee 'errors' in painting technique. In the case of Raphael and Fra Bartolommeo, the mistakes could 
havee something to do with attempts to get the dark paints to dry more quickly. Most of the pigments 
theyy used in these areas yield slow-drying paints. Black pigments, in particular, can retard drying 
considerably.. As later painters' recipes advise time and again, the artists could have corrected this 
problemm by using a pre-polymerrzed oil, possibly combined with siccatives.171 A few runs in the paint in 
thee lower half of the Transfiguration point to the use of a fluent, treacly paint. A very small proportion of 
greenn copper pigment in a shadowed passage of a red robe might indicate the addition of siccatives.172 

Itt is possible that the early 16th-century painters did not yet have sufficient experience with the proper 
proportionn of siccatives to be added to their paints. It seems likely that the need for this had only 
arisenn shortly before, when as a result of painters' search for a more forceful rilievo they began making 
extensivee use of dark paints containing black pigments. The consequences seem to have been serious 
darkeningg and shrinkage fractures. 

168.. The light passages, where the paint contains cjuick-drytng lead-white, generally have no shrinkage cracks, but there are exceptions. The 
foott of the young apostle bending forward is heavily crackled, as is rhe area of light blue between the raised hands of the standing apostle on 
thee far left. In these cases the premature cracks could be due to the application of quick-drying paint containing lead-white over a layer, which 
wass not yet completely dry. 

169.. Since the premature cracks are mainly in the dark passages and are completely absent in paint that is almost pure lead-white, these cracks 
wil ll  not have been caused by a ground that was not completely dry. Drying problems with the ground appear to be the case with Fra 
Bartolommeo'ss St. Vincent Femr, panel 130.6 x 11H.3 cm, Museo di San Marco, Florence, which has severe premature craquelure over its 
entiree surface. 

170.. An example of an early 16ril -century painting wherein severly darkened passages display premature cracking is Ortolani's (Giov. Batt. 
Benvenuri),, Deposition (c. 1520). Borghese Gallery, Rome. An example of a 19rl,-century painting is Jacob Mans' The nurse (1888-99). Museum 
Boijmanss van Beuningen, Rotterdam. Personal communication: Annetje Boersma (private restorer, Rotterdam) who examined the painting 
andd who is a member of the /''/''-Century Project, see note 165. The darkening and surface deformation in this and other 19,h-century and early 
20th-centuryy easel paintings is deenbed by Berg el at. (2001)1, Berg el uL (2001)2, Boitelle eI al. (2001). 

171.. The preparation and use of prepolymerized oils and the addition of siccatives to the medium is described at length in the De Mayerne 
manuscriptmanuscript (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), pp. 72. 

172.. Rossi Manaresi (1990), pp. 125-34. 
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Conclusion n 

Inn this chapter the complex historiography surrounding the handling of colour and light in Raphael's 
lastt painting, with its many conflicting viewpoints, has been set against the background of the growing 
bodyy of information about material ageing and the visual alteration that paintings can undergo in the 
coursee of time. In addition, the art theory of Raphael's day and subsequent centuries was examined in 
orderr to place anachronistic ideas, which have played such an important part in the historiography of 
thee Transfiguration in their historical context. The modern interpretation of the handling of light in the 
TransfigurationTransfiguration has proved untenable. A comparison with studies and early copies reveals that the shaded 
areass have darkened a great deal. The darkening of the shadowed areas has had the effect of increasing 
thee contrast between light and shade, leading to the suggestion of a theatrical, dramatic lightning. 
However,, this effect, regarded in die literature as a significant feature of the work, and one with an 
expressivee connotation, was not intended by Raphael. Furthermore, 16th-century Italian treatises show 
thatt in Raphael's day the lighting in a painting was not yet being employed as a means of expression. 
Thee treatment of light in the figures at the foot of Mount Tabor served solely to create a strong rilievo 
withh the aim of producing a lifelike effect. Contemporary viewers, however, did distinguish two 
differentt kinds of light in the Transfiguration: the divine and the earthly, but did not perceive any 
dichotomyy in the handling of light which would correspond with a difference in mood between the two 
events. . 
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